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Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday, November 8, 1917

1908

OBITUARY

IN A

I

"Archibald Rea, born in Liver
pool England, June 18, 1844, died
October 23, 1917, at his home,
"El Bosque Ranch", aged 73
years, 4 months.
A special meeting of the
He was a man of sterling honP. L. was held at Estáncia Mon
day to consider the situation as esty and refined tastes; a talented musician and a lover of the
regards the price of beans.
A motion by Ira Ludwick sec beautiful in nature, literature
onded by G- C. Merrifield was and art; and a witty and incarried that it be ascertained as structive conversationalist.
He was a deep reader and stu
nearly as possible how many
beans the farmers have on hand dent, yet always found time to
so that an assessment could be entertain his friends in genuine

TAKE ACTION

The "drys" of New Mexico
won an overwhelming: victory in
last xuesaays election.
Every county in the state went

dry, and the majority

state is estimated at

NEWS-HERAL-

in the

22,000.

This majority indicates that
the vote over the state was about
the same as in this county about
five to one.
There can be no doubt that
this tremendous result is in part
due to patriotism the answer of
the people of New Mexico to the
country's cali for conservation
and efficiency.
The vote in this county was as

-
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3

camp and went to Albuquerque,
afterward locating at Ranshos
de Atnsco, then an important
trading center, where he engaged in business, trading with
the native people.
Later he located at Isleta as an
Indian trader, whore he made
staunch friends of the Indians.
One Indian said Mr. Rea was thp
only white man he ever trusted
as a friend.
Mr. Rea was married to Miss
Alice Douglass, who came from
New Haven, Connecticut, to visit
her brothers, who were mining
men in JNew Mexico, and with
whom he became acquainted
during her visit.
He lived seven years at Isleta,
and then located at El Bosque
Ranch, where the remainder of
ms me was spent.
Memories of him will live long
with his host of friends and acquaintances.

levied to send a man to Washing' hospitality, deeming friendship
ton to interview the Food Ad more to be desired than gold.
His body rests beside his son'sj
ministrator in regard to the
on the summit of the lofty mounprice.
On motion of Matt Nidey sec tain that has been his home for
follows:
twenty-seveyears. How fitting
S. B. Oren, it was de
onded
RED CROSS
s
It will-i- be noticsd that there cided tobyappoint
burial place; typical of his
a
committee
of
one "wet" precinct Jara- The Red Cross meeting on
one for each school district to tastes and ideals!
millo.
He is survived by a noble wife, Tuesday was well attended by m
Dry
'PUT OFF" AND "PUT OFF." NEXT WEEK. AND NEXT WEEK.
Wet ascertain the amount of beans on
an enthusiastic bunch of workVarney
AND SO IT GOES UNTIL SOME CHANCE COMES ALONG AND
37
5 hand and report to the county a daughter, four grandchildren ers.
new officers took
The
Cedarvale
46
THEN YOU SAY:-"O- H,
7 agent.
and a host of friends.
IF I ONLY HAD THE MONEY NOW'-AN- D
charge.
The membership comSOME OTHER FELLOW BUYSTHE BARGAIN, ORTHE BUSINESS,
Lucero
31
4
"Our own are our own forever. mittee was busy, and quite a
motion
On
OR
Ludwick
sec
of
Ira
REAL
THE
AND MAKES MONEY.
ESTATE,
Encino
49
6
God taketh not back his gift; number of new members were
WHY DON'T YOU HAVE A BANK BCCOUNT AND MAKE IT
Abo
36
8 onded by J. M. Caddy it was deGROW SO YOU'LL RF PRFPARFn FAR A r.finn RIISTNCSS
secured. The Finance commiltee
Lucy
18
5 cided to send Senator Barth to They may pass beyond our vision, also were active and planned the
CHANCE?
but our souls' shall find them lunch to be served at the Lyttle
Mountainair
9 Washington, his expenses to be
COME TO OUR BANK.
,89
Duran
87
14 paid by the farmers.
out.
3ale Monday, Nov 12. The yarn
Pinos Wells
22
11
Thirty-fou- r
farmers present When the waiting is all accom for our quota of the knitting deMoriarty
77
29
DIRECTORS A. J. GREEN, 3. B. HERNDON, H. F. SH ELTON
plished, and the deathly shad- sired, which is fifteen sets, has
Mcintosh
30
5 listed as on hand 6,000 sacks of
DR. C. J. AMBLE, J. S. KELLY.
not yet arrived. The needles for
ows lift,
12
Jaramillo
15 beans.
the work were received and quite
178
Estancia
32
On motion of C. M. Milbourn And glory is given for grieving, a number paid the purchase
Willard
70
12 seconded by
surety
of
and
the
God for p ice for same with the underBAPTIST
CHURCH
Matt Nidey a com
CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Manzano '
59
8
standing that they were to be
doubt."
11
M.
Preaching
Torreón
Sunday
A.
66
22 mittee of three' was appointed to
R.
Elder
F.
the man
Whitaker.
The foregoing was written by used in Red Cross work and and 7 P. M. B. Y. P. U. 6:15 P. who was here in June, will
as to the
Tajique
39 '
3 prepare a statement
conby
to
purheld
afterwards
be
Ciénega
20
3 cost of producing beans.
The Ira L. Ludwick and read at the chasers as their own. In this M. and Sunday School 10 A. M. duct a series of meetings for
25
Palma
Conference Saturday 11 A. M. Church of Christ, commencing
4 committee, J. M. Milbourn. J. R funeral of the late Archibald way the $22 cost can be returned
Everybody invited to attend Saturday night, November 10th.
27
Punta
4 Marsh and John Block reported Rea.
to the treasury and work still
as follows:
We are pleased to all these services. W. C. Grant, Come out and hear him.
Mr. Rea was not an ordinary progress.
Pastor.
1018
Total
Respectfully, J. N. Delinger.
"The undersigned bean grow
206
man and his passing deserves note that members are being en
Un the tax amendment re-- . ing farmers in Torrance county,
all
races,
listed
from
classes
and
turns from Varney, Lucero, New Mexico, tributary to Estan more than ordinary mention which is the primary intention
Mountainair, Duran, Moriarty, cia, being hrst duly sworn, state His was a character which im of the organization.
The only
C. A. BURRUSS. President
NEAL JENSON. Cashier
Mcintosh,
Estancia, Torreón, that we are familiar with the pressed itself on a very wide cir qualification being required is to
J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON. Ass'tCash'r
costs
of
beans
the
raising
in
Tajique and Jaramillo show 118
Work
cle, and it is not too much to say be an American citizen.
Directors: Willie Elgin,
Robert Lynn,
H. C. Keen,
for the amendment, 653 against. community in which we live;
on hospital supplies will still conF. T. Meadows
That we are representative of that among men having nothihg tinue at present. Bring scissors ,
On the judicial amendment the
same precincts show 126 for, 662 the farmers in the territory to do with public life there was thimbles and.rules or yard sticks.
tributary to Estancia, New Mex not a man in New Mexico more
against.
Estancia gave 33 for the tax ico, and are in position to know widely known or more highly NEW M'INTOSH
BRAN
amendment, 176 against; 45 for whereof we speak;
valued as a friend or acquaint
to
high
cost
That
of
crop
the
owing
Bran from new
wheat is
the judicial amendment, 159
food, feed and labor, the average ance.
The supply
now being made.
against.
-England,
in
He
was
born
but
coát
producing
pounds
of
100
of
will be limited not enough to
The vote as far as received in
favor of these two amendments beans in this territory, meaning his parents were Irish, so he last through the season. This is
community
which
the
markets
at
coincides bo closely with the vote
came of that stock which has of very superior quality, comagainst the prohibition amend- Estancia, New Mexico, has been given so many notable characters monly known as white, or mill
seaduring
not
$10
less
than
the
run bran. Better buy now. Get
ment, that it would seem that
to the world.
Courteous treátment to all, special privileges to
it from your local merchant if he
those who voted wet voted very son just closed.
fam
government
in
educated
the
He
was
of the Unit
If the
has it.
none. We prefer doing things, rather than
largely for the other two
If not, we will see that
ed States contemplates setting ous Brighton school of England, you are supplied. Kemp Bros, in
talking about them.
prices on beans, we ask that and after the English fashion Estancia are handling this bran.
consid
these
facts
be
into
taken
E. H. Ayers, Owner Mcintosh
Farmers to Have a Short Course
was apprenticed as a clerk in a
eration before final action."
Roller Flour Mills.
P. O. adIn Torrance County Dec.
The statement was signed by mercantile house doing an im- dress, Estancia, N. M.
It has been definitely decided the committee and all the farm- porting and exporting business. A. W. Lyttle has rented part FARMERS AND STOGKMENS BANK
he of
At the age of twenty-fiv- e
that Torrance eonntv is tn hava a ers present.
the Tuttle building and will
short course for farmers and
to Amtrica with his broth- use it as a storehouse for his
cams
A CARD.
their wives in December. Aler and located in St. Louis. From beans, and also as a temporary
The undersigned takes this
ready the specialists have been
dwelling
until he can find
engaged to help the county means of extending his sincere there he went to Minnesota, and a better. place
'
agent in this work. The week's thanks to the committeemen and thence to Fort Worth, Texas,
time will be distributed between citizens of Torrance county who where he was engaged for sevthe following localities: Estancia, so freely gave their time and eral years in handling and tradservices in soliciting applications ing in buffalo hides. This was
Mountainair and Cedarvale.
The farmers should bear in for the. Second Liberty Bonds. during the time when buffaloes
mind this short course week and The energetic work of the variall that possibly can should plan ous members of the Committee were being slaughtered by the
to attend the meetings at one if and an unselfish devotion to the hundreds of thousands and the
work, as well as the interest traffic in hides was a big busnot all of these places;
The county agent will be in shown by the citizens of this iness.
charge assisted by a veternarian county made the success of the
When the big gold strike was
and stockman, a biologist, and Second Liberty Loan possible.
made at Hillsboro, New Mexico,
Ej. Li. Medler,
the woman demonstrator will be
Are now in position to save you money on all your wants, and
District Judge.
and the news reached Texas
assisted by another woman from
the state Mstaff..
new
at the same time give you the best the market affords.
The following additional liber there was a rush for the
X
joined an overland
diggings;
he
ty
subscriptions
Bond
been
have
MARRIED
Heavy shipments in all departments Shoes, Boots and Arctics,
.
reported:
expedition for that place as a
John F. Dressier of Mountain- J. A. Cooper
$100.00 guard, and had a taste of Indian
Dress Goods, Silks, Ginghams, Outings, Flannels, Hosiery,
air and Miss Bernice H. Benham Edith Capt
150.00
on
Apaches
the
fighting
with
of Broncho were married at the Dean Frederick Hill
50.00
Men's Dress Shirts in Wool and Madras, also Comforts and
court house Sunday afternoon by Albert Ed w. Supulver
. 50.00 the trip.
"
Blankets.
He soon tired of the mining
Rev. J. A. Bretz.
Isaac Alexander Supulver 50.00
The groom is a prosperous
Our Grocery Department is now ablaze with the best of eatayoung farmer living east of
Manzano.
bles, having received a large portion of our Fall Goods.
We join ia wishes that the
young couple may have a long
and happy wedded life.
.
Official wond has been received
that all the soldier boys sent
It will be a pleasure to us.
from this county have been fin
Come to this store for such articles as you
ally passed and accepted.
We
want in these lines, and you'll have money
have received word from Walter
left to buy something else.
M. Lovett and Ivan G, Cannon
stating that they have been
transferred from Camp Funston
Kansas, to Camp Kearney, Cali
Headquarters for Cottonseed Cake and Meal, Corn Chop. We are sole agents for the
fornia, and mention the fact that
John Becker Mill Run Bran, the best on the market
others were transferred, but do
not give their names.
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Shelf Hardware
GRANITEWARE

Come In and Have Us Show You

Estancia Lumber Company

HELLUMS

Where Prices are Lowest

ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS

FOREIGN
Canadian

elections

ELOPER

to be held Dec,

17.

NEW MEXICO

The city of Beersheba, in Palestine,
has been captured by the British.
Former Minister of the Interior Or
lando was sworn in as premier of It

aly, succeeding Paolo Bosctti.
CONDENSED RECORD OF TH
A German submarine torpedoed and
PROGRESS OF EVENT8 AT
sank the British Bteamship East
HOME AND ABROAD.
Wales of 4,321 tons, off Queenstown
on Oct. 14 .
A German warship has been Bunk in
the Bound, according to a dispatch
FROM ALL
from the National TIdende from Maimoe, Sweden.
King Alfonso has asked Antonio
SAYINGS, O O I N Q 3, ACHIEVE
Maura, the former premier, to form a
Senor Maura is a leader of
cabinet.
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
the Spanish Conservative party.
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
A German uprising is In progress In
southern Brazil, completely paralyzing
Western Nswspapar Union News Servlc
railway traffic, according to private
ABOUT THE WAS
reports received in railway circles at
East of Ypres German guns shelled Buenos Aires.
'
British lines.
The German intelligence bureau 1b
Austrians repulsed by Russians actively preparing to take part in the
outhwest of Brody.
elections to the Russian constituent
injured In assembly, according to the Petrograd
Eight killed, twenty-on- e
Novoye Vremya.
air raid over London.
French merchant shipping sunk by
The Germans have lost 6,000,000
submarines or mines during the week
men during three years of war.
British casualties reported during ending Oct. 28 was two ships more
the week ended October 30th totaled than 1,600 tons and one vessel of less
than 1.C00 tons.
24,091.
Direct steps for Finland's independ
British make minor gains west of
ence were started by drafting a bill
Passchendaele and southeast of
In the Finnish Senate at Helaingfors,
in Flanders.
proposing that this body elect a PresiThe United States has made a loan dent of a
Finnish republic.
to Italy and will work out other plans
An official dispatch from Berlin
to aid the Italians.
of says William ordered the hoisting of
withdrawal
Berlin announces
flags and the firing of salutes In
German troops from hilly front in re
Prussia and Alsace-Lorrain- e
in cele
gion of Aisne river in France.
bration of the victories won against
British report troops are holding the Italians.
position north of Beersheba in Pales
and conservative
The
tine and In another raid have killed Socialist
groups have won sweeping
many Turks.
victories over the radical Bolshevik!
Ten German airplanes were brought candidates in the municipal elections
down by the French or compelled to in most of the cltleB of Russia, ac
land In damaged condition, the Paris cording to returns from 643 towns.
war office announces.
According to dispatches received at
engage
Italians and Austro-German- s
Amsterdam from Berlin, the Cologne
in battle on the Tagllamento river. Gazette says Emperor William re
Italians apparently holding their bat- ceived Count von Hertling and that
tle line, from Carnlc Alps to Adriatic. von Hertling accepted the imperial
are continuing to chancellorship and the office of pre
The Americans
shell the German lines but no importmier of Prussia.
reported.
The United
ant action is
During the budget debate in the up
States troops, according to Secretary per house of the Austrian Reichsrat,
Baker, will be trained for night fight- Baron Ernst von Plener, in an official
ing.
report said that If the war lasted un
The torpedoing of the homeward-boun- d til the end of June, 1918, Austria's
army transport Finland In the share in the war expenditure would
war zone resulted in the death of two amount to 60,000,000,000 crowns.
members of the naval armed guard,
Nine fights In the course of a two- two army enlisted men and four of hour patrol flight is the record estab
crew.
the ship's civilian
lished by Sergt. David McKay PeterIn a battle on the Bainsizza plateau son of the Lafayette flying squadron.
Austro-Germans
inwere killed,
80,000
Sergeant Peterson, whose home Is in
cluding two generals.
The Italian Honesdale, Pa., drove one of his adlosses have Increased 60,000 men, versaries to earth, following him down
bringing the total up to 180,000. One and continuing to fire as long as the.
thousand five hundred guns have been German remained in sight. The Gerlost.
man machine probably was destroyed.
Sir Eric Geddes, first lord of the adSPORTING NEWS
miralty, declared In London that since
Lieut. Gervals Raoul Lufbery, an
the beginning of the war nearly half Ace"
of the Lafayette escadrille, has
of the German
had been sunk
brought
down his thirteenth enemy
by the allies. He said the German
airplane.
His most recent exploit
tonnage losses were about 60 per cent
while the allies had lost only about was reported on Oct. 19.
Lieut. William Thaw of Pittsburg
14 per cent.
is now in command of the Lafayette
WESTERN
escadrille.
He has succeeded Capt.
Three thousand oil workers In LouiThenault, the French officer who was
siana go on strike.
placed in command of the unit when
Strike called of oil workers in the It was originally formed.
Gulf district of Texas.
Norman Ross, holder of several
Telegraphers on Rock Island system world swimming records, has declined
granted increased salaries.
a position as swimming Instructor in
Rumors that "poison stamps" have the National Army, which was offered
by enemy agents him by the government, and has apbeen circulated
among residents of Santa Rosa, Cal., plied for the aviation corps.
caused considerable excitement.
GENERAL
Indiana distillers will be set in moThe Alaska packer steamer
l
is
tion to save forty million bushels of a total Iosb on Chicagoff island, near
frost-bitte- n
corn now standing prac- Juneau, Alaska, where she grounded
tically worthless on farms throughout
in a snowstorm.
the state.
An application for the appointment
Henry H. Lyon, state senator from of guardians for Harry K. Thaw was
the Los Angeles district, died from filed in the United States District
bullet wounds for inflicting which court in Brooklyn.
Miss Marie Edwards, known also as
A grand jury investigation, it was
Marie Pinzón, was arrested.
announced in New York, will be made
Twenty-nin- e
draft resisters re- of the operations of an organized
ceived sentences of from sixty days in band of twenty-simen and 150 womJail to ten years in Fort Leavenworth,
en, engaged In "white slavery."
Kan., federal prison, following their
The United States Textile Workers
trial in the Federal Court at Ardmore, of America,
In convention at Lowell,
Okla.
Mass., declined to favor a federal
WASHINGTON
amendment for suffrage, but adopted
Mrs. Minor Hull Morris, whose forc- a resolution to the effect that states
ible ejection from the White House should take up the matter as deduring President Roosevelt's
first sired.
term created an uproar of national
About 2,000 Red Cross nurses al
proportions, was burned to death in ready have been sent to Europe. Fifthe rooming house where she lived.
teen thousand nurses have been enThe food administration branded as rolled, a number estimated as suffiImpostors men in various parts of the cient for an army of a million and a
country who have attempted to buy half men. Approximately 1,000 nurses
home-canne- d
products
put up by are being added every month.
housewives, representing themselves
demand for a general
A formal
as food administration agents.
wage increase to 250,000 railroad emSecretary Lansing authorized the ployes to meet advanced living costs
statement that neither on the basis of is expected to result from a joint conofficial advices to the government,
ference started in Chicago by officials
nor on the basis of Premier Keren-sky'- s of the Brotherhood of Railway Train
statement, could it be said that men and the Order of Railway Con
Russia was about to quit the war. A ductors. Conductors, brakemen, flagloan of $31,700,000 to Russia was au- men, baggagemen,
switchmen and
thorized.
yardmen are the men affected.
Holders of alien property given unMembers of President Wilson's cab
til Dec. 6 to file Inventory.
inet have followed the example of the
A credit of $25,000,000 extended to executive in declaring for woman suf
frage. Messages of suffrage indorseGreat Britain by United States.
At midnight, Nov. 1, the capital of ment have been received at the New
York Btate woman suffrage party
the nation went dry under the Shep-parheadquarters from David F. Houston:
act.
secretary of agriculture; Franklin
Three more casualties were report- Lane, secretary
Q.
of
ed to the War Department from Gen. McAdoo, secretary the interior; W.
of the treasury;
Pershing's headquarters.
William D. Redfield, secretary of comThe 1917 pack of canned corn will mence, and Josephus Daniels, secretotal 11,000,000 cases, the food admin- tary of the navy.
istration announced, the largest since
New York city has entered the coal
1912.
and grocery business.

SOURCES

NEWS-HERAL-

STATE NEWS
Wsst.rn New.p.p.r Union News S.rvlc
COMING EVENTS.
9
Mexloo
Meeting
New
1 tachera' Association at Santa Fe.
s.
Dec.
Zunl Indians shakalo dance
at Zuni.
March, 1918 Wool Growers' convention
at itoswell.
Raton has organized a woman'
club.
East Las Vegas Elks celebrated Hal
lowe en.
The Willard salt fields will be de
veloped.
Fire destroyed eight buildings
in
Lovlngton.
Twenty tons of honey were shipped
from Artesla.
Mexican beans are selling at Clay
ton at
A parent-teacherassociation
has
been organized at Belen.
Cowboys roped a huge bear on the
Block ranch near Roswell.
New Mexico has more than 300 pa
tients in its asylum for the insane.
Over 250 carloads of apples were
shipped from Estancia valley points,
About 3,000 lambs were shipped
from Magdalena to, Colorado feed lots.
Two carloads of alfalfa hay were
purchased at Artesla at $20.60 per ton.
Capt. Bartlett James committed
suicide by shooting himself at Columbus.
A battery. New Mexico's artillery
unit, is now at Camp Mills, Long Is
land.
The Archaeological Society of New
Mexico subscribed to $100 of Liberty
bonds.
Former Governor William C. McDon
ald was appointed federal fuel adminNov.

910c.

istrator.
State Treasurer Hall invested $381,300 of the state school funds in Liberty bonds.
The subscription to the second Lib
erty Loan at Camp Cody reached the
-

sum of $1,915,660.
Twenty seven state prisoners at
Santa Fe combined and bought a
Liberty bond.
The large number of Liberty bonds
purchased evidences the prosperity of
New Mexico people.
A triangle automobile race from
Demlng to Silver City and Lordsburg
and return is being discussed.
Mrs. John Taylor, wife of Corporal
Taylor of the Twenty-fourtU. S. In
fantry at Douglas, Ariz., died in Dealing.
W. H. McCoy of Albuquerque was
elected president of the State Sunday
School Association at the Santa Fé
meeting.
It is said that a well bore piercei
800 feet of salt in the Pecos valley
which haB been discovered to carry 4

per cent potash.
Santa Fe health authorities have re
celved notice of five cases of typhoid
fever at Roswell and a case of scarlet
fever at Clovls.
Olan Washington White asks for
$25,000 damages from the Southern
Pacific because of a tall from a strinr
of cars near Demlng.
The Woman"! Museum Board is put
ting the final touches to the plans foi
its headquarters in the new Museum
building at Santa Fe.
Sheriff Roberts of McKlnley coun
ty recently found additional evidence
that the electric transformer at Gal
lup was destroyed by incendiaries.
Paul W. France of Tipton, la., ar
rived in Doming after walking the
distance on a $300 wager to Join one
of the Iowa machine gun companies.
The live stock outlook In the Pecos
valley is reported very bright.
r
shipment
The most valuable
that ever left Artesla was a carload
of alfalfa seed sold for sixteen cents
per pound and bringing nearly $10,000.
Development
on the east
level of the Mogollón Mines Co. property is steadily Improving. This drift
1b entering the same ore body as developed on the
level.
Compilations bo far made by the
State Tax Commission Indicate that
the tax rate in New Mexico during the
coming year will average 20 per cent
higher than the rate this year.
Benedita Flores, aged 13, was fatal
ly wounded, and her little brother, 9
years old, had a bullet pass through
his lungs, shattering his right arm as
it passed out, while playing with a
Winchester at Picacho.
J. L. Bombarger, for the past twelve
years a resident of the Grady neigh
borhood, near Clovls, lost his life
when the platform of a windmill
tower on his place gave way with him,
letting him fall twenty feet to the

BELIEVED

SPY

AMERICANS FALL

SOLDIER HELD ON CHARGE OF
MARIE SANCHEZ' FATHER.

IN FIRST RATTLE

Suspected Violator of Mann Act Ar
rested at Las Vegas in Company
Girl.
of 16-- ear-Ol-

THREE KILLED, FIVE WOUNDED,
AND TWELVE CAPTURED BY
THE GERMAN8.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
East Las Vegas, N. M. It Is sus

pected that Abraham Phillip Abel, the
man arrested here in the company of
girl of Durango, Colo.,
a
may be a German spy. The fact that
the man was heading for the Mexican
border and that be is unable to give
a clear account of his doings up to
the time of his irrival here gave
ground to the suspicion. Abel had en
listed in the United States army and
receive transportation, to El Paso
when arrested, though it 1b oeiieveo.
he felt confident he would not pass
the physical examination.
It was be
lieved the enlistment was for the
trans
free
purpose
Becuring
double
of
portation and of getting away from
the girl, Marie Sanchez, who, it Is
said, be had promised to wed. Abel
has been bound over to the grand jury
on a charge of seduction, and is in
the county jail, not being able to furnish the bond required, $2,500.

"Blue," worried, half-sicshould find out the cause of their troubles. Often it is merely faulty kidney
action, which allows the blood to get
loaded up with poisons that irritate the
nerves. Backache, headaches, dizziness
and annoying blander troubles are added proofs that the kidneys need help.
Use Doan's Kidney Pilla. Thousands
thank them for relief from just such
troubles.

A Colorado Case

Colo,, says:
"I had a steady
ache In my back and
frequent attacks of
dizziness made me
feel weak and miserable. My kidneys
acted Irregularly. My
feet swelled and
ached so that I
could hardly stand
on them. For three
I hardly
months
slept at all and I
was so nervous I
couldn't lie still. I
lined thre boxes of
Doan's Kidney Pills and the trouble
Is now entirely gone and I am In food
health."
Get Doan's at Any Store, 60s a Bes
Greeley,

SINK

1 1

GERMAN SHIPS

FACTORIE8 BEING LOOTED OR DESTROYED AS TEUTONS PREPARE TO LEAVE BELGIUM.
Western Newspaper Union News Berviee.

Washington, Nov. 6. Armed forces
under the American flag have had
their first clash with German soldiers
In an attack which the Germans made
on first line trenches where the United States troops had been taken for
instruction, and three Americans were
killed, five wounded and twelve cap
tured or missing.
The War Department made this
known on receipt of a dispatch from
Gen. Pershing showing that the German forces, soon after learning the
position of the new enemy from overFive New Armory Boards Named
seas, had launched a desperate effort
Santa Fe. Governor Lindsey has to overcome
them.
named new armory boards of control
Teuton attack came in the form
at Albuquerque, Las Vegas, Roswell of The
a heavy barrage fire which isolated
Silver City and Demlng to succeed a
salient of the American trench, and
boards that were appointed by Gov
a small force of Ameriernor McDonald. These, with the new apparently left
cans at the mercy of their enemies.
for the
boards recently appointed
That the American soldiers fought
Santa Fe and Las Cruces armories
complete the list, with the exception gamely is shown by Pershing's report
of a prisoner being taken by them.
of Carlsbad. It Is probable that a new
How some of his troops escaped, bringCarlsbad board will be named within
a short time. The order naming the ing this German back with them, is
not told in the brief dispatch.
five new boards Is issued by Adjutant
General Baca by order of the governor
Berlin. Outside the brief reference
and the members, in addition to the
the general staff report, no details
adjutant general, who serves on each In
are available here with regard to the
of the boards, follow:
capture of the First American troops
Albuquerque
Col. Alfred GrunBfeld, in
France. The official bulletin says
A. A. Sedillo, John Lee Clark, Felix they
were made prisoner in the region
,
Baca.
of the Alsne-Marn- e
canal in the secLas Vegas L. W. Hfeld, Dr. F. H. tion of the front defended by the GerH. Roberts, J. W. Harris, Lorenzo Del man crown prince's army.
gado.
Roswell Col. J. W. Willson, Dr. C. . Rome, Nov. 5. Italian forces have
F. Beeson, Hiram M. Dow, Henry repulsed with heavy losses a violent
Schwartz.
attack in the Trentino, and are in a
Silver City J. W. Fleming, J. J. deadly struggle with the AuBtro-Ger-man- s
Betts, Harry Burgess, Matt Fowler.
on the banks of the Tagllamento.
Demlng J. S. Vaught, John C. Wat
son, W. E. Holt, John Corbett.
The French are continuing their purThe new Santa Fe armory board of suit of the Germans along the Chemin-des-Dame- s
A.
Col.
composed
of
control is
James
and report the capture of
Massie, Capt. R. V. Boyle, Col. Jose D. eighteen square miles of territory.
Sena and A. J. Fisher, and the Las
troops
German
have met further deCruces board of M. C. O'Hara, F. W. feat northwest of Rhelms where they
Campbell, Frank F. Lucero and Henry attempted violent Infantry attacks.
Stoes.
The Germans are destroying factorCoal Company Makes Improvements.
ies and plants in Belgium, and It is
Gallup. Forty houses are being believed to indicate that they are pavbuilt by the Diamond Coal Company ing the way for a retreat from that
Many rolling
mills and
and many are now finished and occu- country.
pied. The walls of the power house other big concerns have been demolished or looted.
up, and the six self-feeare half-waBerlin announces the completion by
ing boilers are installed. The foundations of a store have been laid. Over the Germans of the withdrawal of
$100,000 worth of machinery is on the their line from Chemin des Dames
ground and a spur has been construct- plateau.
Premier Lloyd George, Premier
ed connecting the mine with the Santa
The coal will be raised Palnleve and high British and French
Fe railroad.
by means of an electric hoist by which army officials have gone to Italy to
it will be possible to dump three tons outline relief to be extended the
army by the allies.
per minute. The company has a four-foA German auxiliary cruiser and ten
vein
vein at 315 feet, a five-foo- t
vein at other armed German ships were sunk
at 400 feet and an eight-foo-t
In the Cattegat, anarm of the North
500 feet.
sea, by British ships. Other dispatches tell of the destruction of an
Grazing Prospect Good.
Carrizozo. Winter range conditions other auxiliary cruiser (Marie) by the
are expected to be excellent, cattle- British.
men from the Lincoln county range
American Flyer Wins 15th Fight.
predict. The fall rains have made the
Paris. Lieut. Raol Lufbery of Wal- grass good in the mountain districts Itngford,
Conn., member of the Lafay
and cattle growers predict a record ette flying squadron, brought down his
winter for grazing.
fifteenth German airplane.
Will Reclassify Raton Coal Price.
Albuquerque.
Bituminous
coal
mines in the Raton district of New
to
be reclassified, the
Mexico are
fuel
administration announced at
Washington, to equalize prices in that
field and the Trinidad district of Colorado, divided only by the state Une.
The Raton field prices are the same
now as for the rest of New Mexico,
but the new prices will be: For run of
mine, $2.75 instead of $2.40; prepared
sizes $3.25 Instead of $2.65, and slack
or screenings, $2.00 flat instead of
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Want Cheaper Gas.
Mayor Buschemeyer has started a
fight for cheaper gas for Louisville,
Ky.

Important to Mother

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOKIA, that fumous old remedy
(or Infants and children, and see that It

Bears the
rjrry.
Signature of
n
Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoritt

Ca7UeÁtt-I-

Charm la Necessary.
Mme. Sarah Bernhardt, the great
French actress, In a signed article la
Harper's Bazar, attributes the numerous divorces that have come Into the
courts of late years to lack of charm
In the women concerned.
"If I stood at the threshold of Ufe,"
says Mme. Bernhardt, "asking of It
something with which to buy happiness, I should beg for charm. For If
one has charm, she will be loved. And
a woman must have love to be happy.
Beauty does not matter. If a woman
has charm she can secure whatever
she wants love, success, power."
The divine Sarah also says that this
invaluable quality can be cultivated.
Ceaseless Worry.
"Are you still planning to move to
the country?"
"No."
"I thought you said that was an
ideal way to spend your declining
years in peace."
"I used to think so, but I notice
that a great many people who move
to the country for that purpose are
continunlly wrought up over the In-

adequate transportation facilities for

getting

back to town."

Birmingham

When Memory Lasts.
Is one thing a man always
remembers
and that Is decent

There

treatment.

ground.

When two or more women get together, one of the things you don't
Washington.
Complete and definite hear Is silence.
regulations for governing the hand
ling of foods were promulgated by the
president, to take effect at once, In
connection with the licensing of importers, manufacturers, wholesalers,
canners, packers and large retailers.
There are a large number of general
rules governing all licenses, together
with additional special regulations for
varlouB trades in which there are special conditions, or specific abuses to
$2.15.
be overcome.
By eating
The elimination of excessive prices
Eagle Pelts Elk to Death.
by
charged
small
who
are
retailers,
Clayton One of the largest eagles
not subject to license, will be helped
ever Been in this section of the coun- by
a rule forbidding licensees to sell
try was reported last week. The eagle foods
to any person who is violating
perched on the back of a young elk
section 4 of the food control act by
and pecked it to death, according to taking excessive profits or speculatword brought here from Glenrio.
All the food value
ing.
provides
Important
no
rule
An
that
Subscribes
$1,917,650.
Camp
Guard
of the grain is used
licensee shall "Import, manufacture,
Deming. Camp Cody's subscription
store, distribute, sell or otherwise hanin making this deLiberty
second
loan totaled dle any food commodities on an un
to the
$1,917,650, it was announced by Col. P.
licious food; and its
just, exorbitant, unreasonable, dis
L. Hall, Jr., in charge of the campaign
criminatory or unfair commission,
blend of malted barat the National Guard cantonment.
profit or storage charge."

The Clark coal mine near Stanley
has closed, the operators notifying the
county defens' council they could not
produce under the government-fixeprice.
Fifteen men are working, on the
Whitewater road for the Socorro M.
& M. Co.
This will be in commission
to the Mogollón power house within
,
the next ten days.
Tom Spring has threshed the beans
grown on his home place near Moun-talnaiaveraging about 800 pounds
per acre. There were between thirty
acres.
and thirty-fiv- e

Fire Destroys Socorro Mining Plant.
Silver City. Fire of undetermined
origin destroyed the large concentrator, shaft house, ore bins and
buildings of the Socorro Mining and Milling Company at the Mogollón gold and silver camp ninety
miles northwest of here. The night
shift of miners on duty in the lower
levels of the mine escaped by walking
two miles through underground tunnels to an abandoned shaft. The loss,
estimated at $200,000, Is partly covered by Insurance.

one-ca-

900-fo-

700-fo-

WILSON LAYS DOWN FOOD RULES

Save

In the Use

of Wheat

Grape-Nut- s

New Peace Move by Germany.
Germany and Austria
Washington.
are making Btrenuous efforts to further the pacifist conference to be held
at Berne Nov. 12 to discuss a basis
for an honorable peace, according to
an official cablegram received here
from Zurich, Switzerland.
Even the
Swiss, the message said, regard this
solicitude of the central powers for
peace aa In strange contrast to. their

recent declarations that they were entirely satisfied with their military
status.

ley not only adds to
its nourishing qualities but produces a
flavor of unusual richness.

All

Food-- No

Waste!
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MRS. BEGGARSTAFF DISCOVERS THAT LUCY CARTERET
OWNS A BEAUTIFUL NECKLACE WHICH HAD
BEEN STOLEN FROM

By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE

I

THI

I

'TH1 HAM KWU'

Ik.

CHAPTER

II

Continued.

The Dowager Dragon glanced fore
and aft ; but there were no other passengers within earshot, and the ports
behind them, though alight, were shut
and sound-tig"Betty Merrllees,"
she said.
"You're warm as the children say
In
"Aha!" the lady cried in triumph.
"Well, thenl Betty doesn't mean to
try to beat the customs. She told me
so herself. The row that man Loeb
has kicked up about smuggling has
scared ber so that she's made up her
mind to declare every blessed trinket
So you see, Quoin, you're simply wasting your time trailing Betty Merrllees."
Quoin smiled vaguely at his finger
tfps. "No, I'm not," he contradicted.
Mrs. Beggarstafl sniffed suspiciously. "I've guessed wrong?"
"For once In a way. The truth Is, I
don't care whether Mrs. Merrllees defrauds the government or not It's
over a year since I left the secret
service.
I don't like the work too
tame and having learned all it could
teach me, I quietly dropped out and
returned to my old field."
"Private Investigation, eh?"
"There's some fun In that" Quoin
"Odd
said with mild enthusiasm.
Jobs I love 'em. They're generally
so very odd unexpected besides."
"Quoin," the lady Inquired with a
change of tone, "you remember the
Joachim collection?"
"Do I remember It!" Quoin protested with reproachful sincerity.
"I
wish I might hope ever to be repaid
for the sleep I lost on that case I"
"You never got a clue?"
"Never one. That was a masterly
Job."
"Has none of the stuff ever turned

op?"

"Oh, plenty of It here and there
mostly In Europe.
In fact, I'm told
that Joachim has reassembled most
collection;
but It has cost him
of the
five times his original outlay."
"There are, of course, pieces still
missing?"
"Oh. naturally I"
"Well, then," said the lady deliberately, "I don't mind telling you that
there's one piece I distinctly remember, on board this ship a magnificent
sardonyx cameo."

"Bless my Income 1" exclaimed Mrs.
"No I Who
Beggarstaff Indignantly.
Is he or she?"
"I don't know: that's why I asked
you who know everybody. One ques
tion more: What do you know about
your friend Mr. Craven?"
'Tad Craven?" exclaimed the Dowa
ger Dragon In blank amazement
"What's he been doing?"
"Nothing very desperate: only mak
Think
ing love to Mrs. Merrllees.
she'll marry him?"
flighty crea
"Couldn't say. She'
ture, and Tad's tremendously amusing.
yours?"
concern
of
Is
What
It
'None whatever. You haven't tola
me what you know about him."
'Why of course! what the world
knows.
He's an entertaining little
man who came out of nowhere to cheer
up
us
about fifteen years ago. Never
was heard of before one fine morning
when we all woke np to find he belonged. No money, so far as I know
or Just enough to enable him to Uve
well without working too hard. Nowa
days New York teems with Just this
persons detype of unaccountable
and three- cent, diverting, well-brequarters idle. That's- all except I
like the man."
"You never heard he was married?"
"He Isn't I" Mrs. Beggarstaff ex
claimed, dumfounded.
'I don't say so. I only wonder. Of
course. If you never heard he was mar
ried, you never suspected him of having a daughter you're too
"Thank you for nothing. What are
you driving at?"
"And If he hasn't a daughter, wno
In thunders tlon Is Lydla?"
"Quoin," said the Dowager Dragon
solemnly, "I warn you, If you keep me
on tenterhooks another Instant "
"Here you are, then," the detective
Interposed hastily; "but keep It to
yourself. Yesterday afternoon, when
I was killing time In the wireless
house, a message came In which I
read over the operator's shoulder as
he wrote It down. It was for Craven,
and ran something like this: 'Lydla
disappeared. What shall I do? Await
ing advice before notifying police.'
.'
And after
Signed,

"Would you care to see It? Then-looI"
Mrs. Beggarstaff unclosed her left
hand. In Its palm lay Miss Carteret's
brooch I
exclamation,
With a wondering
Quoin bent forward to examine the
cumeo, while Mrs. Beggarstafl regard'
ed with a triumphant smile his bent
bead. It was something to have star
tled the greatest living detective,
which was precisely the distinction the
d
old woman accorded this

"Tke

COL-

It to the light and have a

oofl took."

"Thank you," unid Quoin, rising in
stantly and moving forward to the
tighted
where he lin-

jere?"

"I'm not psychic," Mrs. Beggarstaff
objected. "The woods are full of Car-tere- ts
; but I know none that this child
resembles In any way. Besides, she
bus dented every relationship I've suggested so far."
"But we mustn't forget that, when
found, this paternal Carteret will
probably prove to be a perfectly hon
est bourgeois who picked up the cameo
shop,
casually In some
at home or abroad. I've often thought
widespread
distribution of
that the
that loot might be taken as pretty good
evidence In support of something I've
always contended was a popular chi
mera the existence of a regular organization of social freebooters. You're
going?" he added as Mrs. Beggarstafl
itirred and sat up, preparatory to ris
ing.
"The present owner of this bauble
Is asleep and I want to replace it
before she wakes up.
"One minute, If you don't mind. Per- biios you can tell me something'
"On one condition," the old lady stip
ulated firmly. "You must let me In
on the ground floor. I'll not lift my
hand to help you in anything that's a
mystery to me."
"I don't mind telling you In the least
This Isn't a case Just simple curiosity
oa toy part. Did you ever know anybody by the name of Hlcks-Lorrima London?"

CHAPTER

III.

Long after dark Miss Carteret wak
ened. For some minutes she lay In
lazy content unstlrrlng, wide eyes
dreaming Into obscurity.
The stateroom was dusky with shadows; but
deck lights beyond the open window
porta pointed wan squares upon the
white Interior woodwork. The sweep
of clean sea air through the room was
us sweet as fresh cool water to a
parched throat Feeling stronger and
more herself for each delicious breath,
humbly the girl gave thanks; for It
seemed that with the passing of the
gale, the ghastly Incubus of
had been exorcised.
Presently, conscious of a pang of
hunger, she touched the repeating
spring on her bracelet watch an exquisitely small, Jeweled extravagance,
her father's gift of the previous Christ
mas and bent an attentive ear to Its
elfin chime. Eight o'clock. It was too
late to dress and dine in public. But
as she lay In doubt trying to decide
whether she was really as hungry as
she felt or would do better to deny
herself food until breakfast, she heard
a sound from the outer deck so singular that In a twinkling It focused her
drowsy, errant wits.
The sound was
trisyllabic hiss of which each part
was longer and more emphatic than
Its predecessor. Unmistakably of human origin, though as odd and alarm
ing as the warning of a serpent It
brought the girl from her bed to her
feet with a start
Her movement was a noiseless one.
The man who had sounded that strange
call she discovered stealing Immediately outside the window; his back
was to It so that she could see Uttle
more than the concave Une of his
dark, lean, shaved cheek, and the back
of a long, narrow head beneath a
steamer cap with vizor weU down over
his eyes.
Almost Immediately the hiss was an
swered by quick, light footsteps, and
the voice of one as yet invisible, a
voice of guarded accent but vibrant
with Indignation, "What the devil do
you mean by buzzing me like that?'
The girl trembled. Unless her senses
were untrustworthy, she knew that
voice better than her own. It seemed
Impossible that she could be mistaken.
It was again audible, the response
of the man outside the window having
escaped ber, "You Infatuate ass Don't
you know better than to take such
chances?"
"Oh, It's all right. He's up on the
boat deck, chinóla' with some skirt
I made sure of that before I laid lor
you. Trust me."
"Trust you to play the fool I Don't
you know every word you utter can be
overheard in those staterooms r
Instinctively the girl crouched In the
shadow of her bedstead. In deadly terror lest she be detected at her Involun
so strong upon
tary eavesdropping
her sensitive perceptions the psycho
logical effect of this surreptitious pasige.

compa-ilonwa-

gered a long minute, Intently Inspecting the broo'.h with a small magnifying glass.
"Unquestionably one of the missing
pieces," he declared flatly, returning,
"and. If I'm not mistaken, one of the
ünest In the collection. Bow did you
come by It, please?"
"It's the property of the young per
lón who shares my cabin; name, Lucy
Carteret. She's an American, about
twenty, and has lived abroad all her
life. Now she's going to New York to
loin her father, who she says gave
ber this on her fifteenth birthday.
"The question Is, Who Is Carteret

D

English-womanervous and suspicious,
A beautiful, well-bre- d
finds when she boards the steamer Alsatln, bound from Liverpool
for New York, that her stateroom mate Is Mrs. Amelia Beggarstaff,
a fascinating wealthy American widow of about sixty yean. The girl
says her name Is Lucy Carteret and that she Is going to America to
meet ber father, who has lived there many years. Something about
the girl's manner makes the widow wonder what's the trouble. She
Is much surprised to find Lucy possesses a magnificent necklace which
the girl said her father had given her for Christmas.

"Truly?"

nan.

A VALUABLE

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO

LECTION SOME TIME BEFORE

CLOTHING
LONE WOLF."

NEWS-HERAL-

the His
Almost Immediately
Answered by Quick, Light

Was
Foot

step.

a while Craven's reply was brought In
for transmission, 'Keep away from police. If girl doesn't return, wire me
Addressed,
New York Saturday.
eleven King Charles'
court London, West' Now who Is
'Lydla' to Craven If not wife or daughter, that wireless messages must ad
Not
vise him of her disappearance?
his wife; for he refers to her in his
reply as the 'girl.' If his daughter,
he must be a widower."
After a thoughtful moment the Dow
ager Dragon exclaimed, "Quoin ! This
Joachim brooch has it struck you that
the cameo bears a resemblance to any
one we know?"
"Craven, of course! Now you mention it a distinct resemblance."
"This Miss Carteret says her father
gave It to her because of Its likeness
to him."
"What did you say the name was, in
full?"
"Lucy Carteret. But when she told
me she tripped and stumbled over
something that sounded suspiciously
like 'Lid.' 'Lid' for Lydla, eh?"
"Lucy Carteret Lydia Craven," the
detective mused aloud.
"Help me up," the Dowager Dragon
demanded excitably. "I'm going down
stairs thlB minute and have a good
look round that cabin, If the girl isn't
awake. Quoin," she added with anl
motion, as the detective gave her his
bond, "If It turns out as we think
"Hope?" he suggested, smiling.
"For my part hope. If it turns out
as we hope, this voyage Is going to be
most amusing. And I was afraid of
being bored 1"
"Then," Quoin reminded her, "you
ought to be very grateful to me."
"I love you for It I' Mrs. Beggarstaff
declared ardently.

But her fears were quickly dissipat
ed, the interview terminating as ab
ruptly as it had begun.
"Good-nigh- t
!" that
"And for
voice continued Incisively.
the last time I warn you: Don't approach me again aboard this ship I"
"But listen," the other pleaded
and threatened in the one breath,
We got to get a straight answer out
of you "
"I've given it already twice. For
the third time no!" With this the
last speaker strode briskly forward.
Rising as silently as any shadow,
Miss Carteret again turned her face
to the port
The man who had hissed was still
there, watching the other way.
She fancied something sullen and
menacing in the lowering inclination
of his head, the stoop of his narrow
shoulders.
Suddenly, with a mumbled word,
Inarticulate with anger, he turned and
went swiftly aft
Do you believe

de

Se explotarán los campos salinos de
Willard.
Un Incendio destruyó ocho edificios
en Lovington.
Veinte toneladas de miel de abejas
se expidieron de Artesia.
En Belén Be ha organizado una aso
ciación de "maestrospadres."
En Clayton los frijoles mejicanos se
venden por 9 y 10 centavos.
El Capitán BartUtt Jaime comitió
suicidio dándose un tiro en Columbus.
Nuevo Mexico tiene más de 300
pacientes en su aslllo para dementes.
Los Antas de East Las Vegas cele
braron el día de Víspera de Todos los
Santos.
En Artesia se compraron dos cargas
de heno de alfalfa al precio de $20.60
la tonelada.
El futuro de las condiciones del gan
ado en el valle de Fecos es muy satisfactorio.
Más de 250 carrosde manzanas fue
ron expedidos de varios puntos del
valle de Estancia.
La Sociedad Arqueológica de Nuevo
Mexico subscribió por (400 al empré
stito de la Libertad.
Cerca de Roawell en el rancho de
Block los vaqueros con su ropa cogie
ron un oso grande.
La batería A de la unidad de artil
lería de Nuevo Mexico eBtá ahora en
Campo Mills, Long Island.
El ex gobernador William McDon
ald fué nombrado administrador fed
eral para los combustibles.
Unos 3,000 corderos se expidieron
de Magdalena nara los corrales de
alimentación de Colorado.
La subscripción al segundo empré
stito de la Libertad en Camp Cody
llegó á la suma de $1,915,650.
Veintisiete prisioneros de estado en
Santa Fé se reunieron y compraron
un bono de la Libertad de $1,000,
Quince hombres están trabajando
en el camino de Wblte water para la
compañía de M. & M. de Socorro.
El tesorero de estado, el Señor
Hall, invertió $381,300 de los fondos
de escuelas de estado en bonos de la
Libertad.
Se está discutiendo la cuestión de.
una corrida de automóvil de Demlng
á Silver City y I.ordsburg, ida y
vuelta.
El gran número de bonos de la
Libertad comprados da evidencia de
la prosperidad del pueblo de Nuevo
Mexico.
Se dice que una excavación de pozo
entró en una capa de 800 píes de sal
en el valle de Pecos; la sal contendría
4 por ciento de potasa.
W. H. McCoy de Albuquerque fué
elegido presidente de la Asociación
de Escuela Dominical de Estado en
su mitin en Santa Fé.
La junta del Museo de la Mujer
está dando la última mano ft los
planeB por bub oficinas en el edificio
del nuevo museo en Santa Fé.
Murió en Demlng la Señora Juan
Taylor, esposa del cabo Taylor del
regimiento Veinticuatro de infantería
de los Estados Unidos en Douglas,
Ariz.
La expedición más importante de
un solo carro que baya salido de Artesia fué un carro de semilla de alfalfa que se vendió por diez y seis
centavos
la libra, produciendo casi
$10,000.

El alguacil Roberts del condado de
McKinley recientemente descubrió evl
dencia adicional de que el transform
ador eléctrico en Gallup fué destruido
por un incendiario.
Tom Spring ha trillado los frijoles
cultivados en su propiedad cerca de
Mountainair, dando la planta un promedio de unas 800 libras por acre.
Habla unos treinta 6 treinta y cinco
acres cultivados.
La explotación del nivel de 900 pies,
del este, de la compañía de las minas
de Mogollón, se está mejorando de ma
nera constante. Los trabajos están
entrando en el mismo cuerpo mineral
que apareció en el nivel de 700 pies.
Paul W. France de Tipton, la., llegó
ft Deming después de haber caminado
la distancia en conformidad con las
condiciones de una apuesta de junt
arse con una de las compañías de am
etralladoras de Iowa.
J. L. Bombarger, un residente de la
vecinidad de Grady, cerca de Clovis,
por los doce últimas años, perdió la
vida al caer al suelo, con él, la plat
forma de una torre de molino de viento. El hombre cayó de una altura de
veinte pies.
Varios hombres de Colorado fueron
arrestados en Wagon Mound por un
guardián diputado de la caza por cazar patos en un lago vecino. Se les
Infligió la multa de $77.50. El guard
ián de caza también fué notificado de
la muerte por cazadores cerca de Roy
de dos ciervas.
La compilación que se ha hecho
hasta la fecha por la cornial, .n de tas
ación de estado Índica que la tárlfa de
tasación en Nuevo Mexico durante el
año venidero será un promedio de
veinte por ciento arriba de la tárlfa
de este año.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Honored.

France delights In naming Its streets
after some particular building, or some
happening, or a great victory, and this
is also true to a certain extent in
Canada, where there is only one cap!
tal city which commemorates an Indi
the
vidual. This Is Charlottetown,
capital of Prince Edward Island. The
Charlotte so remembered was the
daughter and only child of George IT,
who died only a year after her marNorth
riage In 1817. Philadelphia
American.
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that Lucy Carthe truth and
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breve relación de aconen curso en este
tecimiento
pal y en el extranjero.

Notlela del eita'do. Nota expresivas recogida por todo l
estado centenario.

gent

Nuevo Mexico.
Ratón ha organizado un clubo

high-cla-

Few Individual

I
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teret Is telling
s
that she I an honest,
girl; or do you think he I one
of a band of hrewd crook?
The next installment bring Important development.
.

Interés para tod
de Nuevo Mexico.

EPITOME DE
LA SEMANA

COLORADO

Colorado.
La convención de maestros de escue
la en Pueblo tuvo mucha concurrencia.
Victor C. Alderson fué elegido presi
dente de la escuela de minas en Golden.
Los soldados en Fort Logan com
praron por $122,450 de bono de la
Libertad.
J. C. Hobbs de Loveland fué matado
en un descarrilamiento de tren que
ocurrió en Olean, N. Y.
Los habitantes del condado de Mof
fat están elaborando los planes para
la celebración de ferias de condado.
El administrador general de correos
designó la oficina de correos de Cralg
para oficina central de distribución.
Los administradores del condado de
Jefferson han nombrado
de agente
agrícola de condado ft Floyd C. Tripp.
Mientras que estaba en la iglesia el
alcalde de Ault, los aficionados
de
partidas alegres le robaron bu automóvil.
Se quemaron cuarenta y cuatro
automóviles en un garage de Denver,
causando el incendio la pérdida de
$30,000.

El vice presidente Marshall víbHÓ ft
Denver el lúnes en su rumbo para
Ault, en donde habló ante los habitantes de esa.
El tiempo de octubre más frío que
Be haya registrado hasta hoy indicó 12
grados debajo de cero en Leadville el
17 de ese mes.
Con el fin de asistir en la conserva
ción de alimentos los habitantes de
Denver tuvieron un mártes sin carne
y un miércoles sin trigo.
Los edificios en curso de construc
ción sala de diversiones y habitaciones en MacGregor, están progresando de manera satisfactoria.
La población del condado de Mof
fat ha aumentado & tal punto durante
el año próximo pasado que será necesario añadir nuevos distritos de escuela.
En una tienda de carpinteros en
Johnstown se robó una jarra llevando
una inscripción Indicando la presencia
de whiskey, mas llena de ácido nítrico.
El Informe relativo á la construc
ción de edificios en la ciudad para oc
tubre muestra que durante ese mes
Be dieron 183 permisos representando
la suma total de $243,350.
Ofertas voluntarias de animales de
trabajo, hombres y alimentos hicieron
todo lo necesario en la construcción
de una ruta arriba de Big Gulch, A
diez millas de Craig ai oeste.
Según informe presentado por el
comité de estadísticas de ganado del
consejo para la defensa al gober
nador, el ganado de Colorado, exceptuando los marranos, vale $190,161,000.
El maestro de trabajos manuales en
la escuela superior de Fort Collins ha
entablado juicio en contra del alcalde
de esa población, el Señor S. H. Clara- mer, por asalto y amenazas contra su
vida.
J. E. Johnson, un ranchero viviendo
cerca de Edlow, un paradero sobre la
linea del Colorado Midland, está en
carcelado en Colorado Springs, acusado de haber matado tres ciervos
machos.
Murió en casa de bus antiguos
amigos, el Señor y la Señora Thomas
H. Hood, el Rev. Frank T. Bayley,
"gran anciano" de la iglesia congre-gaciony pastor activo de la iglesia
congregacional de Plymouth en Den- ver.
Veintiocho reclutas del ejército na
cional certificados en Pueblo Be pre
pararon para el Campo Funston, Kan.
Murió en Víctor la Señora Charles
L. Elliott, prominente en los círculos
sociales. Ella habla habitado ese distrito por diez y seis años, y era una
de las directoras en la misión de ta
Cruz Roja.
Un corresponsal de Stonington, con
dado de Baca, dice que L. D. Gregory
y Cari Voke vendieron su maíz de es
El Señor
coba por $245 la tonelada.
Gregory tendrft una cosecha del valor
aproximado de $8,000 6 $9,000.
Como parte de bu programa de con
servación de alimentos, el gobierno de
los Estados Unidos permitirá que se
conduzcan las ovejas al pasturaje en
los montes del parque nacional de las
montañas Roqueñas el año que viene.
Por la primera vez, el primero de
noviembre, dló con la gente de Den-ve- r
el Impuesto de guerra directo. Por
mucho tiempo se venían sintiendo los
Impuestos de guerra, y los precios
crecidos, mas se hizo efectiva la ley de
saclón de guerra y ya están impuestas casi todas las actividades y empresas del pueblo.
Algo que, se cree, será la cuña de
abertura para el ajuste de precios de
combustible establecidos en Colorado
por Harry A. Garfield, administrador
se
nocional para los combustibles,
manifestó
al presentarse ante la
comisión de utilidades pública en el
capitolio unas veinte de las mayores
compañías de utilidades públicas de
Denver y del estado para discutir las
consecuencias de los precios crecidos.
Jorge Goodman de Durango ha con
seguido el contrato por la erección de
cincuenta casitas para las minas de
Sunnvside v Eureka en Sllvertnn.

Un

Western Newspspsr Union News Service.

Acerca de la Guerra.
El primer batallón de Americanos
en las trinchera ha estado reemplazado por otros.
Durante la semana próximo pasada
catorce buques de guerra ingleses de
más de 1,600 toneladas fueron hundidos por minas 6 submarinos.
El transporte Finland fué torpede
ado mientras retornando á los Estados Unidos, mas pudo regresar & un
puerto extranjero con su propio vapor.
Los Americanos continúan su bom
bardeo de las lineas alemanas pero no
Se anuncia acción importante alguna.
Según dice el secretario Baker las
tropas americanas serán instruidas
para la pelea de noche.
Han llegado al frente Italiano las
tropas francesas é Inglesas para asistir al ejército de Cadorna. El general ha reformado sus lineas cerca del
Tagllamento y se prepara para impe
dir el avance del enemigo.
En una batalla en la mesa de Baln- sizza fueron matados 30,000 Austro-AlemaneIncluyendo ft dos generales-La- s
bajas italianas ban crecido de
60,000, haciendo un total de 180,000.
Mil quinientos cañones se han perdido.
Las casualidades británicas alista
das durante el mes de octubre se ele
varon á 82,377. Las bajas se dividieron como sigue: oficiales matados 6
muertos de sus heridas 1.445; hombres, 14,985; oficiales heridos ó ausentes 4,133: hombres, 61,814.
Sir Eric Geddes, primer lor del ad- que
mirantazgo, declaró en Londres
desde el principio de la guerra casi la
mitad de los submarinos alemanes han
Dijo
sido hundidos por los aliados.
que las pérdidas de tonelaje alemán
son casi 50 por ciento mientras que
los aliados no ban perdido más que
14 por ciento.
Occidente.
a
Ha sido arreglada la huelga de los
obreros en las minas de cobre de Ari
zona en el distrito de Clifton-MorencObedeciendo & bus condiciones de
declaración de huelga dejaron de tra- - .
bajar 9,000 obreros empleados en diez
y ocho campos de petróleo de la
Louisiana y Texas.
Gust ave Hindenburg, primo del general alemán del mismo nombre,' partió para O'Neill, Neb., & comprar por
$25,000
de bonos de la Libertad.
Tiene él 74 años de edad.
En Nuevo Mexico tendrá lugar una
elección, el 6 de noviembre, sobre la
general de
cuestión de prohibición
de
estado, también sobre métodos
tasación y el aumento de distritos
judiciales.
General.
En la corte de distrito de los Estados
Unidos en Brooklyn se presentó una
demanda por la designación de un
guardián para Harry K. Thaw.
Se espera que de una conferencia de
común acuerdo principiada en Gbicago
resulte una demanda formal por un
aumento general de los sueldos de
250,000 empleados de ferrocarril para
hacer frente al aumento de precio de
los víveres. Son Interesados todos los
oficios relacionados con los ferrocarriles.
Veintiuna minas de carbón del Kansas están cerradas ft causa de una
huelga de mineros, siendo la huelga
debida, se dice, ft la objeción de la administración de combustibles al convenio entre los operadores y los mineros que se determinó recientemente
tenidas en Kansas
en conferencias
City.
'

Washington.

primero de noviembre, pasó al estado "seco" la capital de la nación, en conformidad con
la ley de Sheppard.
Un crédito de $25,000,000 facilitado
ft la Gran Bretaña por la tesorería
elevó & $3,131,400,000 el total de créditos para los .Aliados.
Ha sido extendido hasta el primero
de enero, 1918, el plazo para presentar
los papeles relativos ft los Impuestos
sobre la renta para las corporaciones
nuevas y también los relativos & los
provechos de guerra excesivos.
A media noche, el

Extranjero.
La ciudad de Beersbeba en Palestina ha sido capturada por los Ingleses.
Según
de
dido un
Ocho

e
despacho del Nacional
Malnioe, Suecla, ba sido hunbuque de guerra alemán.
personas fueron matadas y
veintiuna Injuriadas en el ataque
aéreo de los Alemanes sobre Londres.
El ex ministro del Interior Orlando
fué Juramentado para primer ministro
de Italia, sucediendo ft Paolo Bosettl.
Un submarino alemán torpedeó T
hundió el vapor Ingles East Wales de
4,321 toneladas, al largo de Queens-towel 14 de octubre.
El rey Alfonso ha pedido & Antonio
Maura, el ex primer ministro, forme
un gabinete. El Señor Maura es un
Jefe del partido conservativo español.

Los buques mercantes franceses
ó submarinos
hundidos por minas
durante la semana terminando el 28
de octubre fueron dos vapores de más
de 1,000 toneladas y uno de menos de
1.600.

Estancia

News-Heral-

d

Poblihíirr Ihwnitj

Owner.
J. A. CONSTANT.Editorand
Katered ai teooDd class matter Janaaryll,
1907, In the ooetottiM at Batanóla, N. H., andar
the Act of ConirrABS of March 8. 1907.
Subscription

$i,50 per year in advance

has bought the
building heretofore occupied by
the "Cookery," and is occupying
it as a real estate office.

Henry Hayes
Leo Douglas
Oscar Kemp
S. E. Kemp
George Finley, Sr.
M. D. Fish
Julian Salas

C. L. Higday

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
at Santa Fe, N.

Ü. S. Land Office

Wallace Hill

M.

October 31, 1917.
J.N. Bush
Notice is hereby given that Dewitt
Report of chairman of the Red
Robert Burrus
Barron, of Mcintosh, New Mexico,
J. N. Burton
Cross Membership Committee:
who, on November 3, 1915, made addiClay Keen
The roster of names for memtional homestead entry. No. 025040, for
bership to the Red Cross is
Jesse McGhee
X neAi, nJí se&, Section 15, Township
We are
lengthening rapidly.
Dr. Mason
7 north, Range 7 east, N. M. P. Meriproud indeed to testify to the John Grassham
dian, has filed notice of intention to
Mrs- J. W. Wagner
willingness and generosity that
Proof, to establish
Everybody join the member- make final three-yea- r
most of the people of Estancia
to the land above described, be
and vicinity have shown so far ship lists of the American Red claim
Those wishing to do so fore Neal Jenson, U. $. Commissioner,
in contributing to the noble Cross.
at Estancia, New Mexico, on December
Every voluntarily may give in
Red Cross.

cause of the
man and woman that call themselves true Americans should be
on the membership list here or
elsewhere and pledge themselves
to devote what time and money
they are able to give to help our
soldiers and our country in this
great hour of need. Remember;
this is only the beginning. You
who will not have to send some
dear one to the front, stand by
your country and give liberally
of what you can give, as money
is about as essential in winning
this war as the courage and
fighting qualities of our soldier
boys themselves.
Additional names of those who
have paid the membership fee
of $1.00.
R. L. Strong
Forrest Masnn
Miss Ethel Swartz
Rex Meador

their

17, 1917.

names and .$1.00 to any of the
following who comprise the Estancia Red Cross Membership
Committee:
Mrs. Ed. W.
Mrs. R. N. Maxwell, Mrs.
W; Elgin, Mrs. W. H. Mason,
4
Mr. J. M. Milbourn.
Rob-erso-

J. P.

n,

COURT

In Judge Lobb'i Court at W i Hard,
State tí. Mana el Hemandei,

charred

Defendant found guilt
with bootlmrgiiig-aad fined $1;7.50.
State n Manuel Hernandos, assault and
battery, defendant found guilty and lined $5.00
and costs.
State ts. Francisco Perea, stealing calves,
defendant bound over in bond of $1,000 to appear before grand jnry.

MORIARTY

From the Moriarty Messenger.

Rev. Scoggins sold his holdings
northwest of town to Chas.
Howell.

Jodie David and family left
last week for Oklahoma in their
Ford. Jodie will try his hand at
farming in the neighboring state.
DIRECTORY
PROFESSIONAL
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Irvin are
the proud parents of a baby girl,
Torrance County Abstract Co. born last Tuesday. G. Floyd, who
Mr. and Mrs.
A. R. POOL, Manager
have been in the Venus district
N. MEX. for the past year, went to OklaESTANCIA.
Fifteen vears experience as an Ab homa last Wednesday.
Secretary Gilbert of the Morstracter. See us before placing your
orders, satistaction guaranteed.
iarty Farm Loan Association rethree different communiDR. II. T. WICHMAN ceived
cations from the Federal Land
Physician and Surgeon
Bank Monday, urging that abstracts be sent in at once in order
Office in rear of Estancia Savings Bank
to hurry the farm loans. Monday
building
afternoon the following message
ESTANCIA, N. M.
was received counteracting the
above: "Do not forward abD. S. KING
stracts of your association until
further advised by us. Stop matCoonty Surveyor
ter of closing loans in your association held up pending positive
Agrimensor de Condado
information relative to New MexMcintosh, N. M.
ico Central situation. Please advise us fully what you know
about the matter."
W. H. MASON
Rev. and Mrs. Scoggins moved
to Moriarty last week from
Physician and Optician
Vaughn.
The Vaughn circuit
was divided, and Kev. acoggins
A SPECIALTY
REFRACTING
sent to the northern part of the
0fflN'rth Main st.. Estancia, N.M.
work which will be known as the
The people of
Moriarty circuit.
Moriarty and vicinity held a surprise pound social Monday night
Amble
in honor of Kev. and Mrs. bcog
We welcome these good"
gins
Physician and Surgeon
Office practice and consultation.
Treating people into our midst, and know
of Eyes and Fitting of Glasees a Specialty.
that what is Vaughn's loss is
Office at Drug Store
Moriarty s gain.
MOUNTAIN AIR. N. M.

C.J.

RESOLUTIONS

Chas. P. Easley

ChaB. R. Easley

EASLEY & EASLEY
Attorneys at Law
Practice in the Courts and Land Dept.
Land Grants and Titles Examined.
SANTA FE, N. M.

FRED H. AYERS
Attorney ind Connselor

'

at Law

Of flea aonri 9?30 a mto :30pm
ESTANCIA,
NEW MEXICO

C.

Bwlng'1
DENTIST
. NEW MEX.
ESTANCIA
1?,.

some ti me out of town first of week,
but always in Estancia office Fridays
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building

W. DRAYTON WASS0N
Attorney

at Law

Will practice in all Courts of New Mexico
ESTANCIA -

NEW MEX.

RESTAURANT

.

Chili and Short Orders

Figola Bread

Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof
Cakes and Pies
J. R. WASH.

Raymond T. Sanchez
General Merchandise

Wagon Yard
All Kinds of Feed
Land for Sale
Chilili, N. M.

Whereas. God in His infinite
wisdom has seen fit to take from

Lacy, N. M of any cattle .with above
brands strayed from range.

Committee.

FPOctllLPNov8

Claimant names as witnesses:
Sheriff's Sale.
S. J. Hubbard, of Estancia, New
CounMexico. Frank Laws, S. N. Draper, In the District Court of Bernalillo
ty, State of New Mexico.
W. H. Ligon, all of Mcintosh, New
Butler Auto Co., a Corporation, PlainMexico.
tiff,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
VB.
FPNov.8LPDec.6
Frank J. Dye, Defendant.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
No. 10651.
Department of the Interior,,
NOTICE OF SALE.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that by virtue
October 31, 1917.
of a writ of attachment issued out of
Notice is hereby given that Florence the Discrict Court for the Second JudiE. Abbott, of Estancia, New Mexico, cial District within and for the County
who, on November 23, 1914, made home- of Bernalillo on the 16th day of Nostead entrf No. 022210, for seM of 8ec-1- 1, vember, 1916, against the property of
and the n nw,y, i ne)4t Section the defendant above named, and to the
14, Township 6 North, Range 9 East, sheriff of Torrance County directed, I,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of said sheriff of Torrance County, then
intention to make final three year and there levied, pursuant to the comProof, to establish claim to the land mand of said writ, upon the property
above decribed, before Neal Jenson, of the defendant hereinafter described,
U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, New and a judgment having thereafter been
duly rendered in said cause in favor of
Mexico, on December 17, 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
the plaintiff and against the defendant,
Albert Abbott, A. J. Green, N. L. wherein the sheriff of Torrance County
Williams, J. A. Brittain, all of Estan- was ordered to sell the premises herein
described, bearing date of the 12th day
cia, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register. of June, 1917, I, the undersigned Roman Tenorio, Sheriff of the County of
FPNov.8LPDec.6
Torrance, will on the 5th day of DeAN OLD MAN'S STOMACH.
cember, 1917, at two o'clock in the afactive,
As we grow older and less
ternoon, at the front door of the court
less and less food is required to meet house of Torrance County in Estancia,
the demands of our bodies. If too New Mexico, in the County of Tormuch is habitually taken, the stomach rance, expose for sale and sell to the
When a man reaches the highest and best bidder for cash all of
will rebel.
advanced age of 85 or 90, you will find the following described property and
that he is a light eater. Be as careful real estate, so levied upon by me, being
as you will, however, you will occasion' situate in and near the city of Esally eat more than you should and will tancia in the County of Torrance and
feel the need of Chamberlain's Tablets
to correct the disorder.
These tablets State of New Mexico, and more particdo not contain pepsin, but stren&thtn ularly described as follows, to wit:
the stomach and enable it to perform
EJÍ NWM, W NE.l4, Section 25,
They also Township 7 N., R. "8 East.
its functions naturally.
cause a gentle movement of the bowels,
Notice is further given that the
Notice of Special Master's Sale. amount which will be due upon the said
judgment at the date of the sale, and
In pursuance of a judgment and defor which the said property will be
cree of foreclosure and sale rendered
sold, is the sum of Three Hundred SevenCounin the District court of Torrance
0
ty-nine
and
Dollars ($379.76),
27th
ty, State of New Mexico, on the
and in addition thereto the taxes due
.,
N.
M
day of June, 1917, at Estancia,
and the costs and expenses of this sale.
in a certain cause numbered 646 Civil,
Dated this 6th day of November,
therein pending, wherein John E. Cole 1917.
is plaintiff and William Comforth and
ROMAN TENORIO,
Lula Comforth and John L. Finley are
Sheriff of Torrance County.
defendants; said action being a suit for
State of New Mexico.
the foreclosure of mortgage deeds, in
Notice for Publication.
which action plaintiff obtained judg
Public Land Sale,
ment against defendants which judg- Torrance County.
ouu. w..
U1CI1I.
IUIUD1U III ,u
XCUiOlIir
$1,645.24, together with interest there- Office of the Commissioner of Public
Lands,
on at the rate of 12 per cent per anSanta Fe, New Mexico.
num from the 19th day of December,
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
until paid.
1916, payable
and costs and expenses of suit, and to the provisions of an Act of Congress,
also recovered judgment for the Bale approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of
the State of New Mexico, and the
of the mortgaged premises.
Notice is heieby given that I, the rules and regulations of the State
undersigned special master appointed Land Office, the Commissioner of Pubby the court to sell the hereinafter de- lic Lands will offer at public sale, to
scribed mortgaged premises, will, at the highest bidder, at 9 o'clock A. M.,
the front door of the court house in on Tuesday, January 8th, 1918, in the
Estancia N. M., on the 2Gth day of town of Estancia, County of Torrance,
November, A. D. 1917, at 2 o'clock in State of New Mexico, in front of the
the afternoon of said day, sell at public auction to the highest bidder for
cash the following described real es-

this earth one of His little ones
who has been a member of the
Episcopal Sunday
Methodist
school, and whose bright face
and cheerful Dresence has been a
joy and inspiration to her teachers and to the other members of
her class, and who has endeared
herself to the hearts of each
member of the school,
Little Ruth Williams,
Now. Therefore, as an evi tate,
SW4, and lots 2, 3, and 4, the SH of
dence of our love for Little Ruth
and our sympathy for the be the NWÍ4, the SW& of the NEJi, a"
reaved family we extend to them in Sec 3, T. 8 N., R. 10 E. of the New
our heartfelt sympathy and pray Mexico Meridian in New Mexico, and
that their hearts may be comfort the said SWJ4 will be sold separately
ed by Him who said, "Suffer lit- from the other land. Witness my
tle children to come unto me, for hand this 3rd day of October, A. D,
UU
of such is the Kingdom of 1917.
THOH. B. KAmUUH,
Heaven."
Special Master.
I shall find them again, I shall
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
find them again.
Department of the Interior
Though I cannot tell when or
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
where:
My earthly own, gone to worlds
October I. 1917.
Notice is hereby given that William
unknow,
H. Hill, of Estancia. New Mexico, who.
But never bevond Thy care.
July 17, 1914, made homestead entry,
Only at times through our souls on
No. 0214US, for seu nwjj, sw ne4.
shut doors
nwU eelá. ne'i swjí, Section 34,
Tnwnnhin 7 north. Ranee 7 east. N. M.
Come visits divine as brief,
notice of inten
And we cease to grieve, crying, P. Meridian, has filed
Proof, to
tion to make final three-yea- r
Lord, I believe,
establish claim to the land above deHelD Thou mine unbelief."
scribed, before Neal Jenson, U. S.
Linger a little, invisible host
Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexon November 19, 1917.
ico,
wno
stana
Of the sainted dead
Perhaps not far off, though men Claimant names as witnesses:
may scoff-To- uch
Walter Elam. O. C. Loveless, Pete
Pellissero, Charley P. May, all of Es
me with unfelt hand.
Ah! they melt away, as the music tancia, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
dies,
Back comes the world's work-h- ard, FPOctllLPNov8
CURED
MRS. P. 0. STUGHtU TEUS HOW SHE
nlain:
HER SON Of A OOtD.
Yet God lifted in grace the veil
"When my son Ellis was sick with a
from His face.
And it smiled. "Thou shalt cold last winter I gave him ChamberIt helped him
find them again.'
lain's Cough Remedy.
Methodist Episcopal Sunday at ones and quickly broke up his cold,"

Also V on right hip,
cross on right shoulder. XX on left hip.
Range 6 miles north School.
1 mile west of Lucy.
By Edna May Hinman,
Notify Mrs. S. A.
Mrs. S. E. Kemp,
Sons,
Edmonds &
Annie Porter,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
D. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
October 1, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that Luz O.
Sandoval, widow of Agapito Sandoval,
of Torreón, New Mexico, who, on October 16, 1914, made homestead entry,
No. 021640, for nwM neM. Section 30,
Township 6 north, Rsnge 6 east, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Neal Jenson, U. S.
Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexico, on November 19, 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco Ruiz,
Salve B. Lopez,
Francisco Sanchez, Jose Perea, all of
Torreón, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.

writes Mrs. P. O. Stnchell, Homer City,
This remedy has been in use for
Pa.
many years.
Its good qualities have
been fully proven by many thousands
to
is
of people.
It pleasant and safe
adv
take.

Court Houbo therein, the following described tracts of lands, viz. :
SE NWM.
Sale No.
'

E.y,

Sec. 36, T. 5 N , R. 6 E., containing
The improvements consiBi
120 acres.
of fencing, value $40.00.
SWM', Etf SWM.
Sale No. 934-SSec. 36; T. 6 N , R. 6 E, containing
120 acres. There are no improvements.
NWM, NWM
Sale No. 935- -W
SWM, Sec. 36; T. 5 N., R. 6 E., containing 120 acres. There are no improvements.
Sale No. 936 All of Sec. 36; T. 4 N.,
R. .6 E., containing 640 acres. Improvements consist of fencing, value
$500.00.

No bid on the above' described tracts
of land will be accepted for less than
Ten (10.00) Dollars per acre, which is
the appraised value thereof and In addition thereto the successful bidder
must pay for the improvements.
Sale No. 937 SEM Sec. 7, T. 9 N
There
R. 8 E., containing 160 acres.
No bid on this
are no improvements.
tract will be accepted for less than
$3.00 per acre.
Sale No. 938-SNEM. Sec. 14;
T. 9 N., R. 9 E., containing 320 acres.
There are no improvements on this
No bid on this tract will be actract.
cepted for less than $3.00 per acre.
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
The above sale of lands will be sub
ject to the following terms and condi
tions, viz.:
The successful bidder must pay to
the Commissioner of Public Lands or
his agent holding such Bale,
of the price offered by him for
the land, four per cent interest in advance for the balance of such purchase
price and fees for advertising and appraising and all costs incidental to the
sale, and each and all of said amounts
must be deposited in cash or certified
exchange at the time of the sale, and
which said amounts and all of them
are subject to forfeiture to the State
of New Mexico, if the successful bidder does not execute a contract within
thirty days after it has been mailed to
him by the State Land Office, said
contract to provide that the purchaser
may at his option make payments of
not less than
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the purchase price at
any time after the sale and prior to
the expiration of thirty years from the
date of the contract and to provide
for the payment of any unpaid balance
at the expiration of thirty years from
the date of the contract, with intereston
deferred payments at the rate of four
per cent per annum payable in advance
on the anniversary of the date of contract, partial payments to be credited
on the anniversary of date of contract
next following the date of tender.
The above sale of lands is subject to
easements,
valid, existing
rights,
rights of way, and reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Lands
of New Mexico or his agent holding
such sale reserves the right to reject
any and all bids offered at said sale.
Possession will be given successful
bidder on or before October first, 1918.
Witness my hand and official seal of
the State Land Office, this Twenty-fift- h
day of October, 1917.
'
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
(Seal)
Commissioner of Public LandB,
State of New Mexico.
First publication, Nov. 1, 1917.
Last publication, Jan. 3, 1918.

STOMACH.

CERTAIN

CURE

FOR

CROUP.

Mrs. Rose Middleton, of Greenville,
in the treat111., has had experiet.ee
ment of this disease. She says: "When
my children were small my son had
Chamberlain's
frequently.
croup
Cough Remedy always broke up these
attacks immediately, and I was never
I have taken
without it in the house.
it myself for coughs and colds with
adv
good results."

FOR IT

NO REASON

You Are Shown A Way Out.
can be no reason why any
reader of this who suffers the tortures
of an aching back, the annoyance of
urinary disorders, the pains and dangers of kidney ills will fail to heed the
word of a resident of this locality who
The following is
has found relief.
There

convincing proof.
A. M. Plotner, carpenter, 1423 St.
John St., Albuquerque, N. Méx., says:
"I had severe attacks of kidney trouble
and my back bothered me very much.
I didn't feel well at all and when I exerted myself I tired very quickly.
Doan's Kidney Pills soon cured me of
the attack. Since then I have generally had a box of Doan's Kidney Pills
in the house in case I should need

them."

Don't simPrice 60c at all dealers.
ply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Co.,
Mr. Plotner had. Foster-Milbur- n
Mfgre., Buffalo, N. Y.

R

B. eoeHRANB

Shoe and Harness
Repairing
All work guaranteed
Shop on North Main

Estancia.

Street

New Mexico

Prescriptions
Bring us your physician's prescriptions, and
Also bring us your
Ve'll fill them right.
home prescriptions and we'll take exactly the
same care and pains with them.

Why

Saffer?
Mrs. J. A. Cox, of
W. Va., writes:
"My daughter . . . suf- -,
fered terribly. Shoicould
not turn in bed
the
doctors gave her up, and
we brought her home to
die. She had suffered so
much at. . .time. Having heard of Card id, we
got it for her."

A WEAK

FOR

As a general rule all you need to do
is to adopt a diet suited to your age
ind occupation and to keep your bow-il- s
regular."
When you feel that you
nave eaten too much and when constipated, take one of Chamberlain's Tablv
lets.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa FeN. M.
October 31, J1917.
Notice is hereby given that John
McDonal Power, of Lucy, New Mexico,
who, on October 3, 1914,' made homestead entry, No. 021941, for'aeM nwM,
neM swM, Lots , Section 18, Township 6 north, Range 11 east, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final three year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Neal Jenson, U. S.
Commissioner at Estancia, New Mexico, on December 18, 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
M. A. Maloney, G. W. Austin,
George Edmonds, John McGillivray, all
of Lucy, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO. Register.
FPNov.8LPDec.6

Estancia Drug Company

...

i

CARDU

BftRNET FREILINGER
The Land Man

He Buys and Sells Real Estate and Live Stock

ESTHNCia,

N. M.

The Woman's Tunic
"In a few days, sue began to improve," Mrs.
Cox continues, "and had
no trouble at . . . Cardui
cured her, and we sing
its praises everywhere.'
We receive many thousands of similar letters
every year, telling of the
good Cardui has done for
women who suffer from
complaints SO common to
their sex. It should do
to-

-

et7?

0
o

9
0

.

Neal Jenson

-

U. S. Commissioner
Land .Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Kent.

Estancia, New Mexico
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'FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR"

3

Former Governor William C. McDonald Named
By Garfield Food Administrator for New Mexico
Former Governor William C. McDonald, of Carrizozo, has been appointed by National Fuel Administrator Garfield Fuel Administrator for
New Mexico. In view of his recognized
ability, honesty, firmness and fairness
and his familiarity with New Mexico
conditions, it is believed no happier
appointment could be made.
An ingrained sense of Justice and a
backbone are two important qualifications for the task of fuel administrator
and McDonald has both. The aim of
the fuel administration is a price on
coal at once as fail as possible to consumer and producer and distributor.
Underlying all is the determination to
see to it that coal is produced sufficient to meet the country's needs.
As an indication that the fuel administration is in earnest may be pointed
out a telegram sent by Administrator Garfield to the miners and operators in certain districts of Illinois,
Indiana, and Ohio, where strikes
among the coal miners have already
occurred or are impending:
"American citizens engaged in the
mining of coal, whether operators or
miners, are, for the most part, mindful of the fact that our country is at
war and that the burden rests upon
them to produce the coal needed without interruption. But there are evidently some who fail to understand
the gravity of the situation and who
do not hesitate to advocate strikes at
the present time as a means of forcing
to at once decide
the government
whether the wage increase agreed to
at the meetings recently held in
Washington by the operators and miners of the central district should justly be covered by an advance in the
prices fixed by the President. The
matter has been submitted to me, and
all concerned are expected to
I am giving immediate and close
attention to the question and hope to
reach a decision at an early date. The
only circumstance within my control
which will delay that decision will be
the violation of the spirit of the arrangement between the operators and

miners, which was that under no circumstances should the production of
coal in the United States at the present time be allowed to diminish. If
either the operator's or the miners attempt to bring pressure upon me to
reach a decision, I shall postpone it
and use whatever powers are necessary to compel the production of coal
to meet the country's needs.
"H. A. GARFIELD,
"U. S. Fuel Administrator."

In no direction ran American women
so

greatly

WILSON'.

Knroll

During
"Pledge
Week."

Beef Prices.
Beef already shows some tendency
toward reduction in wholesale prices,
but these have not been so far reflected in the prices quoted by the
retailer, says the October 13 food administration bulletin. The price of
beef at the packers' door is 14 cents
per pound as compared with 16 cents
in the month of July, while the average retail prices of round steak in
796 cities is 31 cents per pound,
against 27 cents per pound In July,
thus showing that retail prices have
increased while wholesale prices have
decreased.
Signing the food pledge card is only

start. Live up to it!

SIMPLE WAYS TO
MEET THE WORLD
FOOD SHORTAGE
Owing to the depleted stock of food
in Europe a large proportion of the
population is receiving its supply under a system of rations, food tickets
or othei) restrictions. The United
States Food Administration confidently expects to avoid such a necessity in
the United States.
In addition to strict control in the
commercial handling of food products
to prevent hoarding and waste, the
Administration is endeavoring to gain
of consumers so that
the
this country may voluntarily accomplish what Europe has been able to do
only by compulsion.
Here are the four pricipal means to

the desired end:
1. Personal saving, which includes

assist as by
enlisting in the
service of the
Food Administration
and
pheerfully accepting Its direction
and
advice.
WOOnUOW President Wilson.

a

Issued by Stale Food Administration

all methods of reducing waste of food
products in the home.
2.
National saving, which means
the use of the best methods of handling, storing and distributing foods.
3. The using of foods not needed
by our Allies and boys at the front,
such as poultry and fish at least one
day a week, to conserve the supply of
meats.
4.
Encouraging production, which
means raising more food products of
all kinds, but especially the staple
articles for which a world demand exists.
The Food Administration
desires
especially at the present time to bring
about a widespread use of perishable
food products to take the place of
those to be exported to our Allies
and our troops in Europe.
The foods which the country is asked to use sparingly are animal fats,
beef, mutton, pork, sugar, and wheat.
Classes of food not urgently needed
abroad and of which our supply is liberal are vegetable, (especially sweet
potatoes), corn products, fruits, nuts
and fish.

PASS IT ON.
reading
When you're through
your Hoover Supplement, hand it
to your neighbor.
The state food
administration wants it to reach
just as many New Mexicans, men,
women and children, as possible.
The weekly newspapers are cooperating splendidly in Its distribution. It carries a message that
should be read and heeded by every
patriotic person in the state; and
Its aim ia not only to stimulate
but to help.

WE PROMISED TO GRUBSTAKE FRANCE FOR THIS WAR. GET BUSY!

áBJeoirtfgEffifWBar

of Lucy

Furniture For SáíeT

be indebted to will please call and make settlement.

of Estancia, New
Frank Laws, S. N. Draper, In the District Court of Bernalillo

Hubbard,

Coun- -

.,
,
muBt pay for the improvements.
Commissioner at Estancia,- New
937 SE- - See, 7, T. 9N., ico. on December 18, 19ir.táuV.i'-.-
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Extremely Important That Potatoes Be Stored
Under Proper Conditions; Expert Directions
(By Lou D. Sweet, Head of Potato
Division, U. S. Pood Administration.)
It is of great Importance that all the
potatoes raised this year should be
stored under proper conditions. Even
when every precaution is taken the
wastage of potatoes during the winter
is considerable; under bad conditions
of storage it is very great Indeed.
In order that the best methods may
be adopted by the Small igrowers,
those who have not had the experience
in the storage of potatoes, should
know the chief causes of the wastage. These causes are:
1.
Sweating, Heating and Consequent Rot: Often due to insufficient

ventilation.
Í. Rotting: Due to potatoes getting
wet at the time of putting them in
storage.
S.
Injury from Frost.
4. Decay: Owing to disease in the
tubers at the time of storage.
5.
Sprouting
of Tubers in the

Spring.
It is not possible to' prevent altogether losses from these causes, but
by using the best methods of storage,
it is possible to reduce them very ma-

terially.

This may be done by taking care to
guard against losses from each of
these causes:
1.

Sweating

and Heating

occur If

the freshly dug potatoes are piled in
too large piles, so that the air cannot
circulate between the tubers. The risk
of loss from this cause is greatest in
the fall, Immediately after the tubers
have been dug, and it is, therefore,
important that potatoes when dug
should not be put In unnecessarily
large piles, nor kept in all
room.
Rotting from

2.

Getting

the Pota-

toes Wet. If the potatoes at the digging time are allowed to get wet and
go into storage in that condition, rotting is sure to occur. Be careful to
have your potatoes dry before storing.

3.
Injury from Frost. Potatoes are
easily damaged by frost. If they become frozen, their market value is
destroyed.
Therefore, take, every precaution to protect the tubers from
frost before and after digging.
4. Disease. There are several diseases of the potato which destroy the
tuber, and if diseased tubers are mixed
with the sound ones, the disease
spreads rapidly; therefore, it is necessary to sort the potatoes carefully,
eliminating all of the diseased, the
cuts, culls, and dirt before placing
them into permanent storage for the
winter. All of the cuts, culls, misshapen and diseased tubers should be
fed to the poultry and live stock, but
should be steamed or boiled before
being fed, as In this way you increase
the food value, and also destroy the
germs of the disease, so that it will
not get into the manure and then Into
the land.

By proper ventilation of the cellar or storage room, and by holding
the temperature as near 35 degrees
P. as possible, you can keep the potatoes from sprouting.
Selecting of Seed. Seed for next
year's planting should be selected
from hills that produce all nice, true
to type potatoes.
These should be
selected at the digging time, and
In
crates or boxes,
separately
stored
and by storing them in a
room where the temperature can be
held at from 34 to 40 degrees, with a
little ventilation and this seed planted
next spring, the grower will make a
start toward improving the quality of
his potatoes, instead of as in the past,
simply planting the culls or runouts.
5.

Waste Not, Want Not
Now, more than ever, does this old
proverb hold good "Waste not, want

not!"

"But we are not wasters," some of
you good women will indignantly say.
"We can't afford to be." Of course
you cannot afford to be. But aren't
you?
How many slices of bread were left
in the tray after dinner yesterday?
What did you do with them?
"Why," you say, "what can I do? I
can't know just how many slices of
bread are going to be eaten."
He
The King 'of England knows.
cuts his loaf of bread at the table,
each slice as it is needed. Why can't
you?
How much butter did you scrape
from the butter dishes?
right on
If you put the butter-dis- h
the table, and each person used just
what he needed, there wouldn't be any
scrapings.
How much food was left on the
plates; and what did you do with the
unserved food on the platter?
Try to cook no more than is absolutely needed, and use the slogan,
"Clean Plates," in your home.
What about the half cup of milk left
last night? Did you throw it away because you thought it wouldn't keep
until tomorrow?
You can use sour milk with soda
for quick breads, cookies, corn bread,
ginger bread. And it makes delicious
cottage cheese.
What do you do with the fat after
you used it for frying potatoes? Did
it go into the garbage can, or did you
save it to be used again?
When your vegetables have reached
the boiling point, do you keep a high
flame under the pot, (which does not
cook the vegetable any sooner) or do
you save fuel by turning the flame
low?
how many of these
Ask yourselves
things have I done that I should not
have done?
And remember that we cannot be
kept from wanting unless we keep
from wasting.

EAT MORE SWEET

POTATOES; BIG

CROP THIS YEAR

In some parts of the world, the
sweet potato is the everyday food of
the people. It is a substantial food
and there is a big crop In our own
country this year. So now is a good
with this
time to get acquainted
pleasing food. Nothing is more liked
ways of
many
by children. There are
develops
Steaming
the
cooking.
flavor better than boiling, and baking
better than steaming.
Scrub potaBaked Sweet Potatoes
toes clean and bake without peeling.
A very simple way to do this is to
scrub, wipe dry, and place In a closed
vessel with the top on tight. A clean
lard bucket is good for this purpose.
Put potatoes in bucket. Place top on
closely, set In stove and bake from
s
of an hour to an hour.
The potatoes will be perfect and the
peel not burnt.
Sweet Potatoes with Gravy Scrub
potatoes and boil without peeling.
When tender all the way through,
pour off the water, and set back on
the stove to dry off. Then peel, slice
lengthwise, and serve with left-ove- r
gravy. Pour the gravy over the potatoes and heat together 15 minutes.
If a roast is being cooked, place the
sliced potatoes in pan around the
roast and baste frequently with the
gravy. Serve on the dish with the
roast and gravy.

The Potato Crop.
In the matter of potatoes, we have
a harvest of 69 per cent in excess of
the crop of last year. The October
price at the loading points varies from
1.50 to $2.80 per hundred pounds, depending on the section where grown
and the cost of getting them to market. The price, which is somewhat
higher than at this period last year,
is due to a tendency on the part of the
producer to hold the potatoes
for
higher prices than last year despite
of the greatly increased crop, and to
the temporary, inability of the railroads to furnish equipment sufficient
to move from many sections the quantity available at this time. The average price of potatoes delivered in the
markets has closely followed the price
which the producer has received plus
the cost of distribution to the market.
The larger supply of cars and the
large harvest warrant lower prices
later in the fall.
EVERETT

COLBY SERVING.

Everett Colby, formerly a state senator in New Jersey, is now serving, It
was announced by the United States
Food Administration, as a member of
the Administrative Committee of the
Conservation Division of the Pood
Killing cattle ticks is cheaper than
feeding them.

"I LICK MY PLATE," SAYS A FORT SUMNER BOY. THERE'S GOSPEL.

S.

Department of the interior '
Office at Santa Fe, N. M
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FRANCE LOOKING
FOR
GRUB-STAK-

E

FROM UNCLE SAM

United States Food Administration, Washington, D. C, October
22:
To the People of New Mexico:
Uncle Sam Is mighty big and
strong, but he is not so big and
strong that he can afford to break
There is not a real
a promise.
American in this county who would
not fight to make good one of
When
Uncle Sam's promises.
Uncle Sam says anything, that
sons and
loyal
his
all
means
that
'
daughters have said it. The honor
and the Interest of this nation are
In the keeping of our splendid
citizens.
We
Herei is the proposition:
the
have promised to "grub-stake- "
Allies. We said: "You need not
farm you fight!"
They did not farm, but how they
did fight!
Winter is coming on. There
were few for the sowing and there
are fewer now for the harvest.
The pinch has come. In France
'they are looking across the sea
and saying:
"How about that 'grub-stake- ,'
Uncle Sam; how about that 'grub-

stake!'"

They are not whimpering, the
Frenchmen, they are not that kind,
but they are hungry and If we
"
fail them with our
Thousands
they will
of them men, women and little
children.
Gnawing at a mere empty promise will not help them. Nothing
"grub-stake-

will help them but food.
It is food that will win the war!
How are we going to get it!
We are going to save it save
it to save our pals, because that's '
what the Allies are in this fight.
We are going to make good on
Uncle Sam's promise that he
for
would furnish the "grub-stake- "
this war.
wheat,
more
The Allies need
It is
more meat, more sugar.
either wheatless and meatless
meatand
days for us or wheatless
less months for them.
And we are going to help
every one of us. There is no mistake about that. We will make
promise
good on the "grub-stake- "
for the sake of the folks who
trusted us and for the sake of our
soldiers as well.
Just remember that they are
bound for France the land where
we are sending the "grub-stake.- "
We want no regrets after the
war. We have had ample warning of the condition which awaits
us, unless every American citizen responds to the call of duty.
You and I want to feel, when the
regiments of our boys return from
the battlefields of Europe, some
of them possibly broken, but all
victorious, that we have done our

SUPPLEMENT

Outlook Splendid for Signing Up Every One
Of 50,000 New Mexico Families This Week
As this number of the Hoover Supplement goes to press the food administration machinery in New Mexico Is
all ready for the big Pledge Card
4, with
Drive, October
some 5,000 workers In all county and
school districts full oi enthusiasm and
ready to make every minute count during the campaign.
Food Administrator Ely has kept
the mark at which New Mexico is to
aim at 50,000 families, which is believed to be a safe and conservative
Fifty
thousand pledge
estimate.
cards, window cards and home cards
have been placed in the hands in-of
workers in every district. Fullest
structions have been sent each worker. The school children will start out
the minute Hoover "presses the button" in Washington to start half a million workers all over the country signing uo 22,000,000 homes.
The campaign will be in full blast
when this numbef of the Supplement
reaches you. If you haven't, done your
nart, do it NOW. Help to see that no
home is missed in your locality; see
that no one misunderstands the duty
of signing up promptly; that every
one comprehends the volunteer and

part, even to the last detail, and
we may not have to lay upon our
own consciences the loss, through
our neglect, of a single American.
Very truly yours,
HERBERT HOOVER,
U. S. Food Administrator.

MANCHURIA BEAN
CROP DOUBLE
The bean harvest this year is estimated by the Department of Agriculture nt approximately 7.000,000 bushels in excess of last year or nearly
double last year, and promises and
abundant supply. The growers associations in prominent bean producing states are holding beans for from
13
to 15 cents per pound as against
an average price realized bv the grower last year of 8 cents per nound.
There hfls been 100 per cent increase
in the Manchnrlan bean cron and it
is now estimated at 2,000.000 tons.
Owing to shipping shortage, practically the onlv outlet is to the United
States and these beans will flow into
the American market from December
on much below the prices now being
demanded for American beans.
Let the pack rat hoard the olnons
but qet after the robber rat! He's
an expensive luxury.
Squirrels aren't the onlv animals
that are lavinpj by a store of nuts this
'all. We know many patriotic farm
bovs who are goina to eat them this
winter Instead of candy.

patriotic nature of this pledge and its

IN
IMPORTANCE
TREMENDOUS
WINNING THE WAR.
If some one makes light of the
campaign, ask him or her to multiply
one ounce of wheat a day, one ounce
of meat, one ounce of sugar by twen-tv-tw- o
million AND TELL YOU THE
America, by saving a litRESULT.
tle food here and a little there, by a
meatless day today and a wheatless
day tomorrow CAN FEED THREE
NATIONS THAT ARB FIGHTING TO
SAVE AMERICA!
Drive this home to youf neighbor,, to
everyone you can talk to. Make them
realize that this is the biggest thing
America has ever undertaken, the
world's greatest experiment in Democ-rac- v
OF
ARMY
a VOLUNTEER
HOMES
MILLION
TWENTY-TWFOOD!
WITH
WAR
THE
TO WIN
And keep in mind that this week
are out working
S0O.000 Americans
like beavers to put this thing across
The enthusiasm that pervades every
state was not equalled even by the
Liberty Loan Campaign.
LET NEW MEXICO DO HER PART
QUICKLY.

SUGAR SHORTAGE
COULD HAVE BEEN
AVOIDED "IF"
The purchase through the national
food administration of two hundred
million pounds of Louisiana sugar for
eastern distribution brings home a
If the
powerful lesson in
American public had heeded the adfood
administration as to
vice of the
restricted consumption of a maximum
retail price and agRinst hoarding, the
shortage could easilv have been tided
over and the 100.000 tons France implored could easily have been shipped.
Food Pledge Week means the uniting of American consumers to follow
the food administration's advice. Following this advice will avoid the necessity of drastic action in regard to
other commodities.
The nation's brood sows are needed
pens far more than in
pork barrels.
in breedin"

The best flaqpole American farmers
can erect is the silo. But why not put
up a flagpole too?
One way to Increase poultry production Is to banish the chicken mites
from infested hen roosts.
Nearly eight per cent of the eggs
marketed in the United States are
lost through spoilage or breakaqe.
Much of this loss could be prevented
throunh community egg circles in New
Mexico.

SIGNING THE PLEDGE CARD IS ONLY A START.

t
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KEEP GOING!
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HOOVER SUPPLEMENT

Home Economics Program For State Worked Out
At Conferance of Home Demonstrators Oct. 20
When Mrs. Ruth C. Miller, State
Director of Industrial Education, was

appointed Home Economics Director
for the State by Herbert Hoover, the
Executive Board of the Woman's Auxiliary to the State Council of Defense
endorsed Mrs. Miller as the Home
Economics Director for the Auxiliary,
thus unifying the food work of that
organization with the State and the
United States Food Administration. In
response to an invitation from Mrs.
Miller, the Home Economics demonstrators of the State College, met in
Santa Fe Saturday, October 20th, in
the department of education for the
purpose of working out a Home Economics program tor the State.
Those attending the conference
were:
Mrs. Ruth C. Miller, Home Economics Director, U. S. Food Commission;
Miss Gail Richie, State Demonstrator
in Home Economics; Mrs. Elizabeth
Roger, Assistant State Demonstrator;
Miss Tura Hawk, State Leader County Home Demonstration Agts.; Miss
Wilma D. Evans, County Home Demonstration Agent, Colfax county.
The following report of this conference has been approved by Ralph
C. Ely, Federal Food Administrator,
and Mrs. W. E. Lindsey, Chairman
Woman's Auxiliary:
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REPORT ON HOME ECONOMICS
PROGRAM FOR THE STATE
Food Will Win the War.
The increasing gravity of the food
situation demands that in all of the
war work of the women of the State,
food shall have the first consideration. More than academic propaganda
is needed.
must be the keynote
if we are going to back the boys we
are sending to the front and the allies, who are fighting for ouf liberty
and the liberty of the world.
We must Hooverize New Mexico.
To Hooverize means to substitute,
not to starve.
Courses of Topics Offered.
1.
Ten lessons in food conservation; night lessons; meat and wheat
substitutes; sugar, fats,; food situation and the war.
Subject
2. Home grown products.
of lectures and demonstration determined by local crops.
3.
Making the most of a restricted
Wider use of cereals and lediet.
gumes. Ways of preparing beans.
4. HooVer meals, serve at special
meetings. Publish menus and recipes.
with local clubs.
6. Food values and exchange values
in order to conserve the food supply.
6. Greater economy in the preparation and consumption of food.
7. Gardens, preparation of garden
plot, what and when to plant.
8.
Markets, for boys and girls who
raise garden products.
9.
War breads, women to keep rec

ord of amount of bread made as
stitute for white flour bread.
10.
Lectures during Farmers' Institute: (a) Food thrift; subject of
lecture and demonstration determined
Use of dried
by local conditions.
products; storing of dried fruitB and
(b) Sanitation and home
vegetables,
(c)
conveniences;
lantern slides.
Clothing, lectures and demonstrations,
(d) School lunches.
Conservation of New Mexico
11.
products in the family dietary.
12. Course in sanitary inspection:
Dairy, food, water, rodents and ln- sub-

13. Distribution of food supplies in
New Mexico and the problem of Women's Exchange Stores.
14. Poultry culture.
Methods.
2.
Night classes.
1.
Short unit

courses. Farmers' Institutes. 3. Cor
operation with clubs,
Associations and other organizations.
4. Lectures before clubs and meet5.
Lanings arranged by auxiliary.
tern slides. 6. Movies. 7. NewsParent-Teache-

papers. 8. Bulletins.
To continue until June or such time
as Is necessary to begin work on
of freíh supplies, drying
and storing, gardens and markets for
the boys and girls. Organizations.
in carrying out the
food administration work:
1.
Home Economics Director, U. S.
Food Administration.
2.
Hoover teams, five women in
each county, to stand ready for any
services, to connect up the work in
the county, arrange meetings and assist home demonstration agents.
Extension
3.
Home Economics,
Miss Gail
Workers, State College:
Richie, State Demonstrator in Home
Economics; Mrs. Elizabeth Roger, Assistant State Demonstrator; Miss
Tura Hawk, State Leader County
Home Demonstration Agents.
County Home Demonstrators: Miss
Wilma Evans, Colfax county; Mrs. C.
P. Phelps, Grant; Miss Lucile Wood-ard- ,
Chaves; Hiss Iva V. Fox, San
Juan; Miss Bertha Becker, Bernalillo,
Torrance, Sandoval; Mrs. J. T. Stalker, Curry, Roosevelt; Miss Espinosa,
Assistant Club Leader, De Baca.
Agents.
4. County Agricultural
to State
6.
Woman's Auxiliary
Council of Defense: Mrs. W. E. LindExecutive
sey,
State Chairman;
Board; Judicial Chairman; County
Chairman; District Chairman.
To arrange for meetings for Home
Demonstrators, create public sentiment, and get the people out to the
meetings.
The Home Demonstrators
will arrange work in each county with
Keep organCounty
Chairman.
the
ized and ready to act.
Carry on class work under direction of Home Demonstration Agents.
6. State Federation of Women's
Clubs.

7.
State Branch of Mothers' ConAssociar
gress and
Parent-Teache-

tions.
8.

Women of the National Army.
MRS. RUTH C. MILLER,
State Home Economics Director
Federal Food Administration.

FOOD SERVICE IS
HELPING MOVEMENT OF CROPS
The Food Administration authorizes
the following:
The transportation division of the
United States Food Administration has
requested the California railroads to
discontinue tne loading of barley in
that state for the present, to make
available the car supply for handling
foodstuffs of importance now delayed
on account of the acute car situation.
The movement of the Washington
apple crop, the largest in the history
of the state, is to begin at once. The
Yakima, JVenatcliee,

and Hood Hiver

districts will contribute approximate-

ly 18,600 carloads.
The Food Adminwith the difistration is
ferent interests in the matter of car
supply that rapid marketing may be

assured.

shortage of shipping
A serious
facilities in the Payette Valley of
Idaho has developed in connection with
the movement of apples and potatoes,
and this question is being taken up by
the transportation division with the
railroad presidents interested, in the
hope of providing substantial relief.
The New York grape crop is now under way, and is being moved rapidly
Arrangements
in refrigerator cars.
for equitable distribution were made
by the Food Administration in advance
of the movement, and no instance of
car delay has been reported thus far.
The Food Administration is at work
upon the car shortage situation in
New Mexico, particularly to remedy
the livestock blockade in the San Juan
and Pecos Valleys.

PRUITT GROCERY
REPRESENTATIVE
IN NEW MEXICO
A. Pruitt, of the Joyce-PruiCompany of Roswell, one of the best known
merchandising men in the state, has
accepted the post of Grocery Representative for the state food administration. His field will be the wholesale
and retail grocery business of the
state and one of the chief aims of his
department will be a gradual reduction in the cost of staples. His acceptance adds considerable strength
to the organization which already includes at the head of departments B.
F. Pankey, livestock industry; Arthur
Ilfeld, beans; C. O. Cushman, retail
stores; John O. Prltchard, hotels;
James Provas, motion picture

A FOODLESS ARMY IS ABOUT AS USEFUL AS A GUNLESS ARMY.
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Department o th- - Interior
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die. She had suffered so
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LOCAL ITEMS

Charley Chaplin will be at Anew high platform at the
Lost, between Willard and EsGrass Land for Lease.
Pennle will savfi thprnsolvfa
Pastime Theatre Wednesday depot for unloading
heavy tancia, legs of an office chair.
and the postmaster a lot of both
Half
good
section,
night,
Nov.
grass,
14.
office.
to
ím
word
freight,
long
a
Finder
send
this
needed
is
For long term farm loans see
er by putting three cents on letof watpr. ROnm nntairfa rani? o ters, and
H. V. Lipe spent Sunday and provement.
stamp
an extra
H. V. Lipe.
F. H. Young of St. Louis arMonday
hia family in Alwith
Also
want to sell bunch of cattle. on Dostal cards. There will also
rived this morning to look after
D. C. Howell was up from
op varita TT H MaaAn
See
buquerque.
Pa. shortly be a small additional
land interests near Mcintosh.
Willard Monday.
T. S. Smith left last Saturda
charge on parcel post packages.
Having sold my farm I will
We hope every reader wil darvale.
See Charley Chaplin at Pastime
for California to spend the win- sell to the highest bidder at the read carefully the pamphlet,
Wednesday night, Nov. 14.
ter with his son.
place 4 miles north and 9 miles ' 'How the War came to AmerLong tiai e real estate farm
For sale, a second-hanFord west of Estancia, commencing at ica." It's worth while.
oans negotiated.--Fre- d
H. Ayers car in good shape; cheap if taken 1U
o'clock A. M., on Tuesday,
D, T. Arnn and family reA few barred Plymouth Rock at once. Apply at this office.
Nov. 20. 1917. the following de turned
last Saturday to their fornens for sale. L. A. Rousseau.
scribed
Wright
property:
died at 5 o'clock
Dr.
mer home in Oklahoma.
Mr.
For sale, work mares, young this morning.
LIVE STOCK.
At the hour of
Arnn had a bad case of tubercuó horses, ó mares,
mules, milk cows and other cat- going to press definite funeral
young losis when they came
here last
tle. J. J. Smith.
arrangements
have not Deen mules; 1 Holstem Bull, 8 fresh spring, and he tailed steadily.
cows,
7
cows coming fresh, 7 He expected to be called soon,
For sale an Overland automo- made.
bile in good condition by J. S.
Governor Lindsey and Chief yearling heifers, several young and wanted to be at home.
(all
calves
dairy stock); one sow
Clack at Tajique.
adv
Justice Roberts were here last
Mrs. C. E.. Perry has just re- - Friday to speak on prohibition and 3 shoats.
turned from a month's visit with! but only a few knew it until FARM IMPLEMENTS, ETC.
$406.20 f.
b.
2 wagons, 1 buggy, plows,
Having quit farming to move
her parents at Haskell, Texas
after they were gone,
planters, harrow, cultivators, to town, I will sell at my place 5
Much plowing, is being done in
out
C.
went
J,
last bean harvesters, potato digger,
Peterson
miles west and 5
miles south
Torrance county this fall the week promising to supply his corn
shelter, cream separator, of Estancia, commencing at
upon
venison,
first time this can be said. Here- friends with
but
forks,
hoes, shovels, and other 10:30 A. M., on Thursday, Nov.
tofore there has been just a lit- his return could do no better tools too
ESTANCIA, N. M.
to mention. 15, 1917, the following described
tle fall plowing.
than to offer them jackrabbit. Also harnessnumerous
Some
and
saddles.
property:
The boys in the railroad shops He didn't see a deer.
household goods. Potatoes, and
LIVE STOCK
are quite proud of the fact that
The Herzstein Seed Co. now some feed.
Five or six head of cattle 2
they have one engine almost as have their new machinery inTerms of sale:
Cash or 90 milk cows, 2 yearling heifers, 1
good as new. The old No. 7 has stalled for cleaning and handling davs on approved security.
yearling steer; 1 brood mare
been completely rebuilt,
This includes hopper
beans.
Lunch will be served by the with foal; 1 spring colt; 2
R. A. Marriott, who came scales, elevators, cleaner, etc. It Woman's Club of Estancia.
ESTANCIA REALTY COMPANY
hogs, 1 male, 1 female:
outfit.
from Oklahoma several weeks is an
H. F. MATHEWS.
about two dozen good hens.
ago, has decided to stay during
Straved. 2 sorrel mares. 1 bav
HOUSEHOLD GOODS, ETC. hH
H. C. WILLIAMS, Manager
the winter and take his time mare with little sorrel colt, mares
1 farm wagon, 1 spring wagon,
PUBLIC SALE
looking around for a location.
branded M on right thigh; 1
1 cook stove, 1 oil cook stove.
Having sold my farm, I will chairs, tables, 1 organ, 1 bedEstancia, N. M.
Strayed, from my pasture, bis; bay V horse, branded with
about 10 miles west of ' Estancia, spoon or trowel over a bar on left sell to the highest bidder at the stead and mattress, and a lot of
George Magill, telen, place 10 miles west and 1 mile smaller articles.
Estancia Valley Farms and New Mexico Stock Ranc11 cows branded H E D left side. shoulder.
south of Estancia, commencing
Any information concerning them N. M.
es, large and small, improved and unimproved.
Representative
Terms,
cash.
hea
W. E. Martin, the Belen pho at ten o'clock a- - m. , on
will be appreciated. J. M. Head.
of the bank will be present to
MONDAY,
12,
1917,
NOV.
loan money to people who wish
We are prepared to do all kinds tographer) could not get here on the following
Write us your wants. If its farming or grazing land,
described property: it.
GEO. PUGH.
rjji
of automobile repair work. See his advertised date? because of LIVESTOCK
young
6
head
All work failure to receive material- in work mares, all bred to jacks; 3 A. A. Hine, Auctioneer.
us when in trouble.
-- C
WE HAVE IT
He will be here Friday
Special attention time.
guaranteed.
colts coming 2 years old;
to Overland and Buick cars. W. and Saturday, Nov. 9 and 10, 2mare
spring
1
colts;
A
work
horse;
1
without fail,
R. Meador.
adv
bull calf 6 months old; 2 hundred-poun- d
For sale, 160 acres A- farming
For sale, used cars, late modEvery enlisted man would
shoats, 1 male and 1 feadjoining
Draw,
Buffalo
land
in
els, priced to sell; $150 to $600.
male.
stand
up stronger during the
Good
at
foothills.
and
Grant
Fords, Dodges, Buicks, Saxons,
IMPLEMENTS, ETC. 1 wag- first year's service if he could
Studebakers.
Write or call, water at about 30 feet, far on, 1
doubuggy,
4
sets
John Fleming, Haynes Dis- above average valley land. Five ble harness, 2 riding cultivators have the benefits of
miles southwest of Moriarty. nearly new, 1 disc nearly new,
tributor, Albuquerque. N. M.
Louis Bachmann is back at his $900 for immediate sale.M Terms. 1 lister nearly new, 1 walking
Box 92, Moriarty, N.
old post in Lumber Co. store
cultivator, 2 harrows, 1 A harTo save time and eliminate row, 1
'
for a week, to give Mr. Thrift an
cultivator, 1 garouting.
The latter is out on a possibility of error, Roberson den seeder, 1 stirring plow with
Abstract Co., incorporated, will 2 good points, 1 tight floor bean
hunting trip.
abandon the pen and ink and rack, 6 forks, 6 hoes, 2 scoops. 2
J. M. Cain went hunting in the typewriter
method of copying chain pipe wrenches,
1 wire
Manzano mountains last Thurs- County Records
and will photo- stretcher, 1 bean harvester. 2 because it fortifies the lungs
day, and within half an hour graph, using
the Rectigrapb. To picks, 3 post-hol- e
diggers, 1
and throat, creates strength to Agents
after making camp west of Tor- commence about
first of the
Parts, Supplies and Repairs
for Torrance County.
Win- avoid
lister point, 1
reón, brought down a fine buck, year 1918. In duethetime
grippe and pneumonia
covwill
rifle,
and
chester
other articles and
He is the envy of all the hunters
makes rich blood to avert
since
who tramp for days without get- er all instruments recorded keep- too numerous to mention.
the fire, at the same time
TERMS Arrangements have rheumatic tendencies.
ting a shot.
ing up current filings by the been made with the bank to send
Send a bottle of SCOTT'S
W. H. Trentman," father of same method.
A photograph
to a relative or mend
Mrs. S. B. Douglas, and his cannot be other than accurate; to the' sale a representative who
loan money for thirty or sixin the service.
daughter Mrs Miles, returned and accuracy is at the founda- will
ty
persons
days
who
to
have not
' The Norwegian cod liver oil la
Monday to their home at Wichita, tion of all abstracting
adv. sold their beans and need the
Scott's Emulsion is now refined in our
Kansas, after a visit here. Mr.
own American laboratories which
All
cash.
articles sold at sale
makes it pure and palatable.
Santa Fe, Nov. 6. In response
Trentman made a visit here
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfleld.NJ.
some years ago, and says he to anxious inquiries from the will be cash. No property shall
be
removed from premises until
sees a wonderful change for the federal land bank at Wichita,
for.
better in this country since his which has many applications settled
Lunch will be served
former visit.
from the Estancia valley for byLUNCH
We have just received a big shipment of
Red
Cross Society. Ev
the
Mrs. Eunice M. Peterson has farm loans, R. E. Twitchell, re- erybody
invited.
Men's Hats. All latest shapes. Look them
CenMexico
New
for
the
ceiver
returned from Clarks, and is on
A. W. LYTTLE.
'
B.
over.
her homestead northeast of town. tral railroad, has written J. unThe San Pedro mines closed and McManus of the bank, that
she went to Clarks, and now the der no consideration would the
Clarks mine has closed, pending New Mexico Central railroad be
action by the government. It is dismantled. On the contrary, be-it
We have used cars ranging in
said the Clarks mine cannot op- will be rehabilitated, and is
price from $250 to $800.
GOOD
Agent
for
upon
paying
from
basis
put
ing
a
erate at the price fixed by the
STANDARD REBUILT CARS.
by
standpoint
the
operating
an
government.
us what you need and let
CONTINENTAL OILS Write
Mr. Corbin got in a carload,of present receiver.
us figure with you.
of
therefore,
no
risk,
is
There
tractor oil fuel this week to be depreciation of farm values in
used in plowing on. the Lyttle the country tributary to the road.
THE COOPER MOTOR CO.
farm near Tajique, lately bought
Albuquerque Morning Journal.
ENCINO, NEW MEXICO
Service.
Trunk
Distributors Reo Automobiles
by W. T. Newland. He tells us
Moriarty
of
Mr.
Davis
the
he intends to plow four hundred Farm Loan Association was in Hauling Between Towns. Offiice
CAPITAL 25,000.00
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
with Valley Auto Co.
acres, and more if possible, this Estancia Monday and told us that
Does a general banking business. Live stock loans n specialty. We invite
fall.
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
the matter of the loans would be
The big cattle shipment men- straightened out, probably withC. L. CREIGHTON, Cash.
F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL, V.-tioned last week goes to the in a week.
IsSanta Fe, because the Rock
In informal exchanges between
It is with regret that I announce that I have sold my
cars. attorney for bondholders and
land could not furnish
This causes the N. M. C. to lose Judge Holloman. attorney pro- stock of merchandise in Mcintosh to H. G. Ramby, of Sum- They load at posed spending $100,000 on im- merfield, Texas.
the shipment.
Confidence
Result of Strength
Dean Bros, sent four provements, road to be sold after
Willard.
Anyone
Mr. Ramby will take charge about the 16th.
cars last Saturday, and thirty-tw- o improvement, change of receivThe strength of this bank in the direct result of iu efficient management,
cars will be sent next Satur- ers meanwhile. Judge declines, having any of my tools will please have them in by that
ample resources and capital. The confidence of the peoplu is the result of
day.
Keen and Brittain will and will spend $150,000 improvthe strength and unquestioned safety which the bank assure its depositors
I
as
up
closed
also
would
my
business
get
like
time.
to
and patrons
Kvr siuoe its establishment the bank has gradually grown in
have ten cars J. P. Moe one, M. ing if owners don't get busy.
strength and also in the esteem of the people. We Invite the accounts of all
soon as possible. Anyone indebted to me or anyone I may
H. Senter two, J. A. Robertson
who appreciate safety for their money and careful, efficient service.
and George Edmonds of Lucy
Furniture For Sale.
be indebted to will please call and make settlement.
A Strong Bank with no side lines.
Straight Banking.
two. There will be sixteen cars
Thanking you for the loyal support you have given
Heating and kitchen stoves,
Experienced management and large financial resources at our command.
from the Moriarty-Stanle- y
lamps, dresser, davenport, rock- me and hoping you will give Mr. Ramby the same support,
Capital and Surplus $25,000.00
ing chairs, etc. Mrs. H. T.
I am very truly yours,
We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits
Wichman.
FRANK LAWS.
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Valley auto Co.
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Soldier's Strength
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SC0TYS

MOTEIS CAR

ESTANCIA AUTO CO,

25-2- 0

New Stock
of Men's Hats

Used Cars

Ghas. Sawey

Transfer

For Sale or Will
Trade For Beans

KEMP BROS.

ENCINO STATE BANK

AND GHS

Form-a-Truc-

k

To My Many Friends and Patrons

the

.

SPECIAL

Hogs

20-ye-

Watch complete,

v

16 size same as above, $13.75.
18

size,

16 size,

complete,
complete. :

.

$11.00

All cases listed guaranteed for
years, and movements for 5 years.

20

Give me your order. State if plain
or engraven case is wanted. Leave orders with Estancia Drug Co.

D.W.JONES.

Torrance County Savings Bank
The Oldest Bank in Torrance County

For Sale.

I have 9 nice shoats weighing
from 80 to 150 pounds for sale,
For Elgin and Waltham move- in nice thrifty growing condicases, tion, iust right to feed out for
ments and Foh's
Price 16c a
for thirty days I will make spe- your winter meat.
Dound live weieht. Finley Da
cial prices.
vis, 7 miles west and south of
adv.
ft
18 size, 15 jewel,
A A Estancia.
Elgin J) I ,'Vl II I
case, open face,
State of Ohio, City of Toledo.
Lucas County, as.
,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
la senior partner- of the Arm of F. J.
Cheney A Co., dotas business In the City
of Toledo, County and State aforesaid,
and that said firm will pay the sum of
ONE HUNDRED DOIXARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th day of December.
A. D. 1S86.
A. W. GLEA80N,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Medicine ta taken Internally and acts through the Blood on
the Mucous Surfaces of the System. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo. O.
Sold by all drurolsts. 75c.
Ball's Family Pills for onatlpaUou

W. E. Martín of Belen

Willard. New Mexico

Will be in Estancia

Nov. 9 and 10
An opportunity to secure the best in

PHOTOGRAPHS

Juan S. Jaramillo
43

I have just received a bin stock of Dry Goods, especially in Ladies' Scarfs, Made Dresses for Ladies and Children, Skirts, and everything in the
line of Furnishing Goods. A big stock of Fine
Shoes, Men's Fine Clothing and Single Pants. I
have a specialty in Children's Dresses. Come and
see me. You will be welcome- -

Torreón. N. Mex.

S

ESTANCIA
In the waters In the
same way. There haa been bo discrimination.
The challenge la to all mankind.
Each nation must decide for Itself how
It will meet It. The choice we make
for ourselves must be made with a
moderation of counsel and a temper-atenes- s
of Judgment befitting our
character and our motives as a nation.
We must put excited feelings away.
Our motive will not be revenge or the
victorious assertion of the physical
might of the nation, but only the vindication of right, of human right, of
which we are only a single champion.
When I addressed the congress on
the 26th of February last I thought it
would suffice to assert our neutral rights
with arms, our right to use the aeaa
agalnat ualawful Interference, our right
to keep our people aafe against unlaw
ful violence. But armed neutrality. It
now appears. Is Impracticable. Becnnse
submarines are la effect outlaws, when
use aa the Herman submarines have
been used against merchant shipping,
It is Impossible to defend ships against
their attacks, aa the law of nations haa
assumed that merchantmen would defend themselves agalnat privateers or
cruisers visible craft giving chase upon the open sea. It Is common prudence in such circumstances, grim necessity Indeed, to endeavor to destroy
them before they have shown their own
intention. They mnst be denlt with upon algbt. If dealt with at all.
The German government denies the
right of neutrala to use arms at all
within the areas of the sea which It
has proscribed even In the defense of
rights which no modern publicist has
ever before questioned their right to
defend. The intimation Is conveyed that
the armed guards which we have
placed on our merchant ships will be
treated as beyond the pale of law and
subject to be dealt with as pirates
would be. Armed neutrality la Ineffectual enough at beat) In such circumstance and In the face of auch pretensions It la worse thnn Ineffectual! It la
likely only to produce what It waa
meant to prevent It la practically certain to draw na Into wnr without either
the rlghta or the effectiveness of the bel
ligerents. There la one cholee we can
not make, we are Incapable of snaking!
We will not choose the path of submis
sion and suffer the most sacred rights
of our nation and our people to be ignored or violated. The wrongs against
which we now array ourselves are no
common wrongs t they cut to the very
roots of human Ufe.
With a profound sense of the solemn
and even tragical character of the atep
I am taking and of the grave responsibilities wblch It Involves, but In unhesitating obedience to what I deem
my constitutional
duty. I advise that
the congress declare the recent course
of the Imperial German government to
be In fact nothing
less than war
against the government and people of
the United States: that it formally accept the status of belligerent which has
thus been thrust upon it; and that it
take immediate steps not only to put
the country In a more thorough state
of defense, but also to exert all its
power and employ all Its resources to
bring the government of the German
empire to terms and end the war.
What this will involve is clear. It
will involve the utmost practicable cooperation In counsel and action with
the governments now at war with Germany, and as Incident to that, the extension to those governments of the
most liberal financial credits. In order
that our resources may so far as pos
sible be added to theirs.
It will Involve the organization and
mobilization of all the material resources of the country to supply the
materials of war and serve the Incidental needs of the nation in the most
abundant and yet the most economical
and efficient way possible.
It will Involve the Immediate full
equipment of the navy in alt respects,
but particularly In supplying It with
the best means of dealing with the enemy's submarines.
It will Involve the immediate addition to the armed forces of the United
States, already provided for by law In
case of war, of at least 600.000 men,
who should, In my opinion, be chosen
upon the principle of universal liability to service, and also the authorization of subsequent additional increments of equal force so soon as they
may be needed and can be handled In
training.
It will Involve also, of course, the
granting of adequate credits to the
government, sustained, I hope, no far
as they enn equitably be sustained by
the present generation, by well-co- ncelved taxation.
I aay austalned so far an may be
equitable by taxation, becnus-- ft aeems
to me thnt It would be moat unwise to
base the credl ta, wh Ich wl II now be
necessary entirely en money borrowed.
It la oar duty, I most respectfully urge,
to protect our people, so far an we
may, ngalnst the very aerfoua hardships nnd evils wblch would be likely
to arise out of the Inflation which would
be produced by vast loans.
In carrying out the meaaureo by
which these thlnga are to be accomplished we should keep constantly In
mind tbe wisdom of Interfering aa little aa possible In oar own preparation
and In the equipment of our own- military forces with the doty for It will
be a very practical duty of supplying
the nntlons already at war with Germany with the materials which they
can obtain only from ua or by our assistance. They are In the field, and we
should help them In every way to he
effective there.
I ahnll tnke the liberty of suggesting, through the aevernl executive departments of the government for the
of your committees,
consideration
measures for the nccompllshment of
the aevernl objects I have mentioned.
I hope thnt it will be your pleasure to
dcnl with them ns having been framed
thought by the
after very careful
branch of the government upon whom
the responsibility of conducting the
wnr nnd anfeguardtuff the nntlon will
most directly fall.
While we do these things, these deep- ly monten tons thlnga, let ua be very
clear, and make very clear to all the
world, what our motives and our objects are. My own thought haa not
been driven from Its habitual and normal conrse by the nnbappy events of
the Inst two months, and I do not believe that the thought of the nntlon
haa been altered or clonded by them. I
have exactly the same things In mind
now that I had la mind when 1 addressed the senate on the 32d of January lastf the same that I had In mind
when I addressed congress on the 3d of
February and oa the Wlb of February.
Oar object bow, as tnea. Is to vindicate
the principles of peace aad Justice In
the life of the world na against selfish
and autocratic power, aad to aet up
anal overwhelmed

PRESIDENT'S WAR
MESSAGE GARBLED
Full Text Withheld From

People

of Germany by Kaiser's
Government.

PASSAGES WERE SUPPRESSED
of Wolff Telegraph Bureau,
Unofficial Mouthpiece of Kaiser,
Show's Wilson's Address
Distorted.

Report

The German people never had on opportunity to read the full text of the
address delivered by President Wilson
before congress on April 2, 1917, In
which the president called upon con
gress to declare the existence of the
tate of war then being waged upon
the United States by Germany. In the
copies of this address which wece permitted to be published In Germany,
many passages were suppressed,
cording to the committee on public
Information of the United States government. The passages suppressed Included those In which the president
told why the United States had been
forced to enter into the war against
Germany in protection of Its rights and
In order to make the world safe for
democracy.
The committee on public Information
has Issued a copy of the president's
address, showing the passages which
were suppressed by the Wolff Telegraph bureau, which is under government censorship and has been consistently employed by the German government for the promulgation of Its official opinions. The following is an official copy of the president's address
with the passages suppressed by the
Wolff Telegraph bureau shown in boldfaced type:
Gentlemen of the Congress:
I have called the congress Into extraordinary session because there are serious, very serious, choices of policy to
be made, and made immediately, which
It is neither rig-h- t nor constitutionally
permissible that I should assume the responsibility of making;.
On the 3d of February lost I officially
laid before you the extraordinary announcement of the Imperial German
government that on and after the 1st
day of February it was Its purpose to
put aside all restraints of law or of hu
manity and use Its submarines to sink
every vessel that soug-h- t
to approach
either the ports of Great Britain and
Ireland or the western coasts of Europe
or any of the ports controlled by the
enemies of Germany within the Mediterranean. That had seemed to be the
object of the German submarine warfare earlier In the war. but since April
of last year the Imperial govern men t
had somewhat restrained the commanders of Its undersea craft. In conformity with Its promise, them selves to ,
that pajtaenicer boats should not be
nnk and that due warning would be
rlvea to all other véasela which Its
aaibmariaea mlfcht aeek to destroy,
when no reslataaee was offered or escape atteatpted, and rare taken that
their erewa were irires at leaat a fair
chance to rave their Uvea In their open
boats. The preen utlona taken were
meaner aad haphasard enough, as was
proved In distressing Inmtnnee after
Inataace In the progresa of the ernel
and no manly business, but vertnln degree of restraint was observed.
The new policy has swept every restriction aside. Vessels of every kind,
whatever tbelr flag, their character
their cargo, their destination, their
errand, have been ruthlessly sent to
the bottom without warning and without thought of help or mercy for those
on board, the vessels of friendly neutrals along- with those of belllg-erents- .
Even hospital ships and ahlpa carrying
relief to the sorely bereaved and stricken people of Belgium, though the latter were provided with safe conduct
through the proscribed areas by the
German government itself and were
distingo l bed by unmistakable marks
ef Ideality, have been sunk with the
same reckless lack of compassion or
of principle.
I was for a little while unable to
nelleve that auch thlnga would In fact
be done by any government that had
hitherto subscribed to the humane
practices of civilised nations.
International law had Ita origin In the attempt to. set up some law which would
be respected and observed upon the
eat, where no nntlon had right of
dominion nnd where lay the free highways of the world. By painful stage
after stage has that law been built up
with meager enough results. Indeed,
after all was accomplished that could
be accomplished, but always with a
dear view, at least, of whnt the heart
and conscience of mankind demanded.
This minimum of right the German
government has swept aside under the
plea of retaliation and necessity and
because It had no weapons which It
could tise at sea except these, which
It Is 1npoKSible to employ as It Is em- ployir.g them, without throwing to the
wind all scruples of humanity or of
respect for the understandings
that
were supposed to underlie the intercourse of the world.
I am not now thinking of the loss of
property Involved. Immense and serious
as that Is. but only of the wanton and
wholesale destruction of the lives of
men, women, and children, engaged In pursuits which have
alwaya, evea la the darkest periods of
ammét ra his lory been deemed Innocent
Property caa he paid
and tenrltliuate.
fort the fives of peaceful and Innocent
people cannot be. The present German
warfare against commerce
submsrin
la a warfare arainpt mankind.
It Is a war against all nations. Amernk, America a
ican a bins have been
Uvea taken. In ways which It haa
atlrred mm very deeply to Icara of, bat
the ahlpa nad people of other neutral
and friendly natloaa have been aaak

among the really free and self overned
peoples of the world such a con
cert of purpose and of action aa will
henceforth I asura the observance of
thoae principles.
Neutrality la no longer feasible or
desirable where the peace of the world
la Involved aad the freedom of Its peoples, and the menace to that peace and
freedom Ilea In the existence of autocratic governments, backed by organised force which la controlled wholly
by their will, not by the will of their
people. We have aeea tbe last of neutrality In auch circumstances. We are
at the beglanlng of an age In whicb it
will be Insisted that the same standards of conduct and of responsibility
for wrong done shall be observed
among Motions and their governments
that are observed nmong the Individual
cl linens of civilised states.
,v" '
We have no quarrel with the German
people.
We have no feeling toward
them but one of sympathy and friendship. It was not upon their Impulse
that their government acted In entering the war. It was not with their
previous knowledge or approval.
It
was a war determined upon as wars
used to be determined upon In the old
unhappy days, when peoples were nowhere consulted by their rulers and
wars were provoked and waged In the
Interest of dynasties or of little groups
of ambitious men who were accustomed
to use their fellow men as pawns and
tools.
nations do not All their
neighbor atatea with aplea or aet the
course of Intrigue to bring nbout aomc
critical posture of affairs which will
give them an opportunity to strike and
make conquest. Such designs cna be
successfully worked out only under
cover and where no one has the right
to ask questions. Cunningly contrived
plnns of deception or aggression carried, it may be from generation to generation, can be worked out and kept
from tbe light only within the privacy
of courts or behind the carefully guarded conedenees of a narrow and privileged class. They are happily Impossible where public opinion commands nnd
Insists upon full Information concerning nil tbe nation's affairs.
A steadfast concert
for peace can
never be mnlntnlned except by a partnership of democratic nations. No autocratic government could be trusted
to keep faith within It or observe Ita
covenants.
It must be a league of
honor, a partnership of opinion. Intrigue would eat Ita vitals awayt the
plot tings of Inner circles who could
plan what they would, and render account to no one would be a corruption
seated at Its very heart. Only free people can hold their purpose and their
honor steady to a common end nnd
prefer the Interest of mankind to any
nnrrow Interest of their own.
Does not everv American feel that
assurance has been added to our hope
for the future peace of the world by
the wonderful and heartening things
that have been happening within the
last few weeks in Russia? Russia was
kaow'n by those who knew her best
to have been nlwaya In fact democratic
at heart la all vital habits of her
thought. In all the la tímate relationships of her people that spoke their
natural Instinct, their habitual attitude
toward life. The autocracy that crowned tbe summit of her political structure, long aa ft had stood and terrible
ns wua the reality of its power, waar,
not in fact Russian in origin charac-tcor purpose, and now It has been)
shaken off and the great generoun Rue-sl- an
people hnve been added in all
their native majesty and might, to the
forcea that are fighting for freedom la
the world for Justice, and for peace.
Here is a fit partner for a league oi
honor.
One of the things that hove served
to convince ua that the Prussian snrto- erncy was not nnd could never be oar
i
fricad Is that from the very outse
the nresent war It has filled our i un
suspecting communities, and even our
offices of Kovernment, with spies nnd
set criminal intrigues everywhere afoot
asralnst our national unity or counsel
our peace within and wlthont, our Industries, nnd oar commerce. Indeed! It
Is now evident thnt Its spies were neve
n before the war began ana it is
unhappily not a matter of conjecture,
but a fact proven In our coarta of Justice, that the Intrigues wblch have
more tban once come perilously near to
disturbing the pence nnd dislocating
the Industries of the country, hnve been
carried on at the Instigation with the
sap port, and even under the personal
directions of official agenta of the Im- nerlal nrovernment accredited to ine
government of the United States.
Rven In checking these things nnd
trying to extirpate them we have
sought to put the most generous Inter
pretation possible upon tnem, Decauae
we knew that their source lay not In
any hostile reeling or parpo
German people toward ua (who were,
no doubt, aa Ignorant of them as we
ourselves were), but only In the selfish
designs of a government that did what
It pleased and told Its people notning.
Rut thev hnve played their part In serv
ing to convince us at last that that
government entertains no real friendship for ns nnd means to net against
our pence and security at Its convenience. That ft means to atlr up enemies
ssralnst us at our very doors, tne in
tercepted note to the German minister
at Mexico City In eloquent evidence.
We are accepting this challenge of
hostile purpose because we know that
In such n government, following auch
methods, we can never have n ineno.
d that la the presence of Its organ
ised power, alwaya lying In wait to
accomplish we knew not what pur
pose there can be no ass urea security
far the democratic governments of the
world. We are now about to accept
the gage of battle with the natural foe
to liberty, and shall. If necessary, spend
the whole force of the nation to check
and nullify Its pretensions and Its pow- We ore glad now that we see tne
facts with no veil of false pretense
about them, to flvht thus for the ulti
mate peace of the world and for the
liberation of Its peoples, the German
peoples Included; for the rights of nntlons, great and small, and the privilege of men everywhere to choose their
ay of life and of obedience.The world must be made aafe for
democracy. Ita peace must be planted
upon the tested foundations of political
We have no selfish ends to
liberty.
serv. We desire no conquests, no
dominion. We seek no Indemnities for
oiirt'les, no material compensa! toa
for the sacrifices we shall freely make.
We are but one of the champions of
the rights of mankind. We shall be
satisfied when those rights have been
made as secure as the faith and the
freedom of nations can make them.
Just because we fight without rancor
and without selfish object, seeking
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NEWS-HERAL-

nothing for ourselves but what w shall
wish to share with all free people, we
shall, I feel confident, conduct our operations as belligerents without passion
and ourselves observe with proud punctilio the principles of right and of fair
play we profess to be lighting for.
I have said nothing of the governments allied with the Imperial government of Germany because they have
not made war upon us or challenged
Us to defend our right and our honor.
government has.
The Austro-Hungari- an
Indeed avowed Its unouullfled In dórneme st and acceptance of the reckless
and lawless submarine warfare adopted now without disguise by the Imperial Oermaa government and It baa
therefore not been possible for this
government to receive Count Tarnow-sk- l,
the ambassador recently accredited
to thin government by the Imperial and
Royal government of Austria-Hunga- ry
bat that government haa not actually
eagaged In warfare against cltlsena of
the United States on the aeaa and I
take the liberty for the present at
least, of postponing a discussion of our
relations with the authorities at Vienna. We enter this war only where
we are clearly forced Into It because
there are no other means of defending
our rights.
It will be all the easier for ua to
conduct ourselves aa belligerents In
high spirit of right and fairness because we aet without animus, not with
enmity toward a people or with the
desire to bring any Injury or disadvantage upon them but only In armed
opposition to an Irresponsible government which has thrown aside all considerations of humanity and of right
and la running amuck
We are let me say again, the sincere friends tff the German people nnd
shall desire nothing so much aa tbe
early
of Intimate relations of mutual advantage between as
however hard It may be for them for
the time being to believe that this la
spoken from our hearts.
We have
borne with their present government
through nil these bitter months because of that friendship exercising a
patience and forbearance which would
otherwise have been Impossible.
We shall happily atlll have an opportunity to prove that friendship In
our dally attitude and actions toward
the millions of men nnd women of German birth nnd native sympathy who
live among ns and share oar life nad
we shall be proud to prove it toward
all who are In fact loyal to their neighbors nnd to the government In the hour
of test. They are moat of them as true
aad loyal Americana na If they had
never known any other fealty or allegiance. They will be prompt to stand
with na In rebuking and restraining
the few who may be of a different mind
nnd purpose. If there should be disloyalty It will be dealt with with a
Arm band of stern repression! but If
It lifts Ita bead at all. It will lift It
only here nnd there aad without countenance except from a lawless and
malignant few.
It la a distressing and oppressive duty
gentlemen of the congress, which I
have performed In thus addressing you.
There are It may be, many months of
flery trlnl and sacrifice ahead of no.
It la a fearful thing to lend this arrest
peaceful people Into wnr Into the most
terrible and disastrous of all wars civilisation Itself seeming to be In the
balance.
Bat the right Is more precious than
peace, and we shall fight for the things
which we have alwaya carried neareat
our hearts for democracy
for the
right of those who submit to authority
to have a voice In their own governments, for the rights and liberties of
smnll nations, for a universal dominion
of right by such a concert of free people na shall bring peace and safety to
all nations and make the world Itself
at last free.
To such n task we can dedicate our
Uvea nnd our fortunes, everything that
we are and everything that we hnve,
with the pride of thoae who know that
the dny hns come when America Is
privileged to spend her blood nnd her
might for the principles that gave her
birth and happiness and the pence
which she has treasured.
God helping her, she can do no ether.
University Functions.
What is the matter with our univer
sities Is that uH the students are
schoolboys, whereas it Is of the very
essence of university education that
they should be men, writes George
Bernard Shnw. The function of a university is not to teach things that can
now be taught as well or better by
university extension lecturers or by
private tutors or modern correspondence classes with gramophones.
We
go to them to be socialized ; to acquire
the hall mark of communal training;
to become citizens of the world in
stead of Inmates of the enlarged rabbit hutches we call homes; to learn
manners and become unchallengeable
ladies and gentlemen. The social pressure which effects these changes
should be that of persons who have
faced the full responsibilities of adults
as working members of the general
community, not that of barbarous rabble of httlf emancipated schoolboys and
unemancipatable
pedants.
Growing a Character.

Character Is what you are. Repu
tation is what folks think you re.
Sometimes they are so well balanced
that you can't tell one from the oth-

er, says Grit. But more often the one
is a libel on the other. Folks exalt
virtues that do not exist and condemn
follies that are purely subjective and
personal. Much depends on who re
ports you.. Friends are always chari- table and interpret our lives to best ad
vantage.
Enemies can see no good Id
us and report as they see. So reputation may flatter or condemn. Not
so with character. This is something
beyond external observation.
It Is the
life itself as lived amidst its motives
people
can
Few
know
and obstacles.
its real value, for even you do not always know just what you are capable
of being until the emergency demands
display your worth. What you are In
the face of severe testing Is character
Indian Summer.
The terra "Indian summer" Is applied to a period of mild, open weather
that comes In the fall, embracing the
most of October nnd sometimes extending Into November, nnd characterized by a sort of dry mist or haziness
that differentiates it from other Reasons of the year. What causes the distinctive features of the season, especially the hazy atmosphere, la unknown, and the origin of the term
Different explanations
equally so.
have been given of both, but they seem
to be largely fanciful.
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MARKET
QUOTATIONS

Watra Newspaper
Wstra New.pap.r Union N.w. Service.
Price, for Metals.
New York. Silver, 89o.
Lead, $6.00 bid.
Copper, casting, $23.17.
East St. Louis. Spelter,

$7.50

f.76.

Tungsten
concentrates,
per cent, $20.0022.50 per unit

Boulder.
60

Crude ores, 60 per cent, f20.0026.00;
25 per cent, $12.00(3 12.50; 10 per cent,
fSMOa2.20 per unit.

Oct Cripple Creek Output (1,026,933.
Cripple Creek. The output of the
Cripple Creek district for the month
of October, as shown by the monthly
report, was 98,297 tons, with an aver-

Union New. Service.

DENVER MARKETS.
Cattle.
Oran steers, good to ch ... 110.50 11.50
Oram steer., (air to good... 9.2510.4O
.75,
7.76
Heifers, prime
Cow., grassers, good to oh.. 7.40- - 8.25
7.25
Cowa, graeser., fair to good 6.60
6.40
Cows, canners and cutter... 6.00
8.S011.00
Veal calves
7.25
6.00
Bulla
Feeders, good to choice. .. .10.0011.00
9.76
Feeders, fair to good . .... 8.60
8.60
Feeders, common to fair.... 7.50
8.75
Stockera, good to choice.... 7.60
7.25
6.25
Blockers, fair to good
Oood

bogs

Baft,

Lamb. ......... ..l,.e."".
Feeder lamb.
Ewes
Feeder ewes
Wethers

16.0017.70

.... $16.00
16.76
9.76

16.50
16.50
10.25

10.00

10.60

7.5010.00

age value of $10.44 per ton, and a total gross bullion value of $1,026,933.70.
Tbe product of the mills was as follows:
MUI and Location.
Tons. Qrosa Value.
Golden Cycle, Colo26,000 $ 520,000.00
rado Springs
Portland.
Colorado
234,920.40
Sprint
10,581
Portland, Independ79.050.00
ence
38.760
7,778.80
Portland, Victor ...18,610
Rex M. and M..
2,560.00
Ironclad lease ... 1,600
dmelters, Denver
2,755
152.625.00
and Pueblo
98.297 $1,026,933.70
Totals

MARKET
(F. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
Hay.
Buying Price. per Ton.
Colorado upland, per ton. .20.00024.00
18.0022.00
Nebraska upland
Prairie hay (new crop) Colo.
18 002?X
and Neb., per ton
Timothy, per ton
23Sf S X2
Alfalfa (new crop) per ton.18.0020.00
23.0025.00
South Park, per ton
Gunnison Valley, per ton.. .210023.00
7.0
00
Straw, per ton
Grain.
Wheat, new, ch. mill, 100 lbe., buy
Oats, Neb., 100 lbs., buying
Colorado oata. bulk, buying
6.K3
Corn chop, sack, selling
Corn In Back, Belling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lba., selling... 1.

Arizona,
The Keystone mill at Chloride concon
tinues to pound out high-grad-

Hungarian

centrate.
Arrangements were made at Chlor
ide by the Schuylkill looking to the
immediate shipment of 500 tons of
ore to the Needles mill.
At Chloride two shifts of miners
are employed in the Washington-Ar- i
zona mill and the same number in
the mine.
Manager H. M. Crowther Is showing some very rich ore from the winze
that is being sunk on the Prince
George mine by the Arizona Butte
Company,

HAY AND CHAIN

Klour.

i16

patent

DRES8KD POULTRY.
Lesa 10 per cent commission.JS28
26
Springs
30
Turkeya, fancy d. p
28
26
Turkeys, old toma
22
20
Turkeys, choice
24
22
Hens, fancy
22
20
Ducka, young
20
18
Geese
14
12
Roosters
Live Poultry.
(Prices net F.O.B. Denver.)

Spring.

Hens, fancy, lb
Roosters, lb
Broilers, lb
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
Ducks, young
Geeee

19
18
8
23
20
16
14

2i

21
10
26
24
18

1S

KGGS.
No. 1 net, F.

Eggs, graded
42
O. B. Denver
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
..4
O. B. Denver
mlac.
Egga, case count,
caaes, less commission. . .10.6O12.0tf
Butter.
4&
Creamerlea, ex. 1st grade, lb.45
the market.
42
43
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb
of
owner
the
41
nirhnrd Hnehes.
Process
37
.35
new sham And Federal mines in Packing stock (net)
Russell gulch, will start to unwater
Krull.
Apples, Colo., new fancy, box.l.502.50
these mines at once.
1.001.35
Piunis, Colo., crate
A number of houses have been built Peaches, Colo
601.00
2.003.0
Colo
Pears,
by
the
past
few
weeks
the
at Eureka
Sunnyside Mining ana Mining comVeMTtnhle..
20
.30
Beets, Colo., bunches
pany to accommodate their workmen
1.60 2.00
Cabbage
and their families.
1.86 1.60
Carrots, cwt
06
.07
lb
The Highland Marv mine and mill. Cauliflower,
.75
60
Celery
,2b
20
near Silverton, which have been un- Unions, table, doz
2.252.75
cwt.
Potatoes,
past
der lease to J. H. Slattery the
04
.05
Tomatoes
year, have been among the steady pro- Turnips Colo., doz. bunchea... .25 .30
ducers of the district.
HIDES AIM O I'liLTS.
Dry Hide.
Montana.
.
32
ner lb.
mint hiiti-ha31
Butte and Superior, Elm Oru and Flint fallen
stag
and
bull
Flint
70
operating
Davis-Dal- y
to
be
are said
15
culls and glue
Flint
Salt bide. 23c lb. lesa.
to 72 per cent capacity. North Butte
Horsehldea 12 it 23 nrloe .f green
is employing 600 men, many of them salted.
on development and repair work. The
Flint Pelts.
company is hoisting about 350 tons of Wool pelts, Dry
89
per lb
86
ore per day.
Short wool pelts
24
shearlings No. 1 ....
Fuel Administrator Garfield has an Butcher
...
ahearllnga
10
murían
No. 2
Bucks, saddles and pieces at Value.
several changes In coal
nounced
slightly
prices.
The new schedule
Green Salted Pelte.
raises prices on prepared sizes from r.nmn nnd ihaD. each ... .1.00O2.00ó
7
60
an- Spring lambs
fields
and
Montana
Arkansas and
.
snearung
vv ?
nounces the first scale of prices on
the output of Michigan mines.
1.00 1.25
Deacona, each
70
60
An official of the Anaconda Copper Slunks
16
Branded
company states that reports from the K.1t.1,ln
SÜIÜI
na. Ih
9.
property for the third week of October Horse, No. 1
6.005.50
..uuiy.Dv
disclosed the fact that the company Morse, wo. z
18
20
Kip
produced during the period at a rate Ulue
2.002.50
and Pony
60
76
of 75 per cent of its normal capacity, Colt
or in other words at a rate of more
Green Salted, Cared Hide., etc.
16 !4
than 20,000,000 pounds per month.
Over 40 lbs., per lb
16tt
Under 40 lbs
121
Bull and stag
New Mexico.
11
Ulue hides and Bklns
compartment
less.
cured,
lc
double
At Hannver. a
Part 2c lb.
less than cured.
Ureen,
shaft
2
on
No.
the
shaft will be sunk
JllSCIil.LA.VKOLS MARKETS.
of the Philladelphia mine.
The Mozollan District's bullion pro
Price, for Metala.
New York. Lead 66.00.
duction for the first fifteen days oí
Bar Silver 89c.
to about 33,000
October amounted
Copper Casting, 223. 17H.
gold,' St. Louis. Spelter $7.607.75.
ounces, value being one-thirLondon. Bar Silver 43d per on.
s
silver.
60
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates.
820.00 22.50 per unit; crude
At the in mho Mining company prop per cent, per
25 per
cent,
$20.0026.00;
ores,
60
erty in the Cook's Peak district men cent, $12.0012.60; 10 per cent, 29.40
are working on the crosscut at the 12.20 per unit.
250-folevel and on the crosscutting
Chicago Live Stock Quotations.
Chicago. Hogs Bulk, 616.60 17.20;
level they are goins light,
at the 200-fomixed. $16.50
$15.654 17.20;
2
vein.
rough.
heavy,
Into No.
17.35;
616.10 17. SO;
pigs, 12.26 15.25.
816.1016.35;
conAlamogordo
The oil well near
16.7517.50;
Cattle Native steera,
a
13.70;
steera,
gallon
36.25
and
stockers
Western
a
about
tinues to show
feeders, $6.1011.60; cowa and
hn!f of nil an hour, and it is said that and
heifers, (5.0012.15: calves, - (8.00
an effort to keep it pumped would in 14.76.
ewes,
Sheep Wethera, $8.8018.00;
crease this. The wen is more uiau $7.8611.40;
lambs, 612.604' 17.25.
900 feet at present and Is going deepChicago Grain and Provision Prleea.
er.
Chicago. Corn No. 2 yellow, 62.21
No. 1 yellow, 62.22; No. 4 yellow,
Fire of undetermined origin des- 2.22;
nominal.
Oats No. 3 white, 59tt60c; stand,
troyed the large concentrator, shaft
69K604c
house, ore bins and adjoining build- ard,
Kye No. 2, $1.771.77.
Barley 31.00 1.34.
ings of the Socorro mining and milllimothy $5.60 7.50.
ing company at the Mogollón gold and
Clover 118. 00 24. 00.
Pork Nominal.
silver camp, ninety miles northwest of
Lard $25.17.
Silver City.
Klbs Nominal.
nnd Poultry.
Bntter.
Eiri, Potato,
Wyoming.
Creamery, 38 ft
Chicago. Butter
Douglas-Wyomin- g
Oil company an- 43c.
89c; ordinary
Eggs
Flrata, 88
nounces that it has resumed drilling firats, 36fr36ftc;
at mark, cases inon its deep well In the Brennlng cluded, 3637c.
Potatoes Wisconsin, Michigan and
basin.
Minnesota, bulk, $1.852.05; do sacks,
2.20.
The Sage Creek Petroleum, drilling $2.1541
Fowls, 14 18c; springs,
Poultry
on the Winkleman dome, twenty miles 171,a
north of Lander, ran into ' crevice oil Flonr and Grain Price, at Minneapolis,
Minneapolis.
Flour
In carloada.
at around 400 feet
second clears quoted at $6, jute; fancy
and first clears, $5.76.
The Glenhurt Wyoming, with Its patenta
Rye $1.7641 1.77.
deep well ready to penetrate the oil
Barley 9Si"u $1.27.
Bran $30.606 31.60.
sands, announces the acquisition of
Corn No. 3 yellow, I2.13ff2.15.
MudBig
adjoining
its
more territory
Oata No. 8 white, 67Vi58c.
Flax $3.213.23.
dy boldingr
Colorado.
is Derhaos the only
The
mine in Boulder county which receives a settlement on four metals in
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Save Your

Express transportation.... 10,000,000
Passenger transportation. . 60,000,000
4,500,000
Pipe lines
4,000,000
Seats and berths
Telegraph
and telephone
7,000,000
messages
5,000,000
Insurance policies
1,000,000
Club dues
50.000,000
Admissions
The war tax on facilities furnished
by public utilities is now levied us
follows :
Three per cent of the amount paid
for transportation by rail or wutcr or
by any form of meehunleul motor pow
er in competition with cnrrlers by rail
or water, on freight consigned from
one point in the United States to another.
One cent for each twenty cents or
fraction charged by express companies for transportation from one point
In the United States to another.
Eight per cent of the amount paid
for the transportation of persons by
rail or water or by any form of mechanical motor power on a regular
established line in competition with
common carriers, from one point In
the United States to any point in the
United States, Canada or Mexico
where the ticket Is issued in the Unit
ed States.' No tax Is Imposed on com

mutation or season tickets for trips
less than SO miles, or In cases where
the fure does not exceed 35 cents.
Ten per cent of the amount paid
for seuts, berths or staterooms.
If a mileage book used for transportation or accommodation was pup
chased prior to November 1, 1917, or
if cash fare is paid, the "onductor or
agent collecting the fare Is required
to collect the tax.
Five per cent on the amount paid
for the transportation of oil by pipe
line.
Five cents for each telegraph, telephone or radio dispatch originating
In the United States where the charge
is 15 cents or more.
The foregoing taxes are paid by the
persons paying for the services or
facilities rendered. A cnrrler making
no charge for transporting a commodity because of Its ownership thereof,
or for any other reason, Is required
to pay a tax equivalent to the amount
which would be Imposed If It received
payment, except In the case of commodities which are necessary for Its
use In the conduct of its business or
the business of another line constituting a part of the snme railroad system. Service rendered to the federal
and state governments Is exempt from
Persons collecting these
taxation.
taxes are required to make monthly
returns and monthly payments to the
federal government.
The new levies upon Insurance take
effect In the following manner:
On life insurance, eight cents on
each $100 or fraction of the amount
of the policy, except Industrial Insurance policies not In excess of $500
Issued on the weekly payment plun, in
which case the tax Is 40 per cent of
the first weekly premium. Policies of
are exempt.
On marine, Inland and fire insurance, one cent on each dollar or fraction of the premium charged under
each policy Including renewals, but
not Including policies of
Casualty Insurance, one cent on each
dollar or fraction of the premium
charged under each policy (except indemnity and surety bonds, which ore
taxable under another title of the bill)
including renewals, but not Including
policies.
Policies issued by any corporation
exempt from the income tax are exempt from this tax.
The person, partnership or association issuing such policies of insurance
is required to make monthly returns
and monthly payments to the government.
For every ten cents or fraction
thereof you spend on the movies you
must turn over to the government one
cent. Of course, the movie proprietors may save you the inconvenience
of handling pennies by raising bis admission price a nickel, as many other
persons selling goods affected by the
war tax have already done.
Here Is the way admission tax and
the club dues levies will fall upon
the public:
One cent on each ten cents or fraction of the amount paid for admission
to any place including admission by
season ticket or subscription, to be
paid by the person paying for such
admission, except in the case of children under twelve, where the tax In
every case is one cent. Persons ad
mitted free pay the tax on the basis of
the charge made to other persons of
the same class, except employees,
municipal officers on official business
Where
and children under twelve.
the charge for admission to a cabaret
or similar entertainment Is wholly or
In part included in the price paid for
refreshment, service or merchandise,
the amount paid Is to be computed un
der regulations to be prescribed by
the treasury department.
In the case of persons having the
permanent use of boxes or seats, or
a lease thereon, the tax is equivalent
to 10 per" cent of the amount for which
a similar box or sent Is sold for the
performance or exhibition at which
the box or seat Is used or reserved by
or for the lessee or holder.
These taxes are not to be Imposed
In the case of a place where the maxl'
mum charge for admission is five cents
or for shows, rides or other amuse
ments in outdoor general amusement
parks where the admission Is ten cents
or in the case of shows, rides or other
amusements (the maximum charge for
odmisslon to which Is ten cents) within outdoor general amusement parks,
or In the ense of admissions to such
parks. Where the proceeds Inure exclusively to the benefit of religious,
educational or charitable societies or
organizations, and in the case of admissions to agricultural fairs, no tax
shall be levied, provided none of the
proceeds are distributed to stockholders or members of the association.
A tax of 10 per cent is Imposed on
the amount paid as dues or membership fees, including initiation fees, to
any social, athletic or sporting club
where such dues or fees are in excess of $22 per year, such tax to he
paid by the person paying the dues
or fees. Dues or fees paid to fraternal or beneficiary societies, orders
or associations operated on the lodge
system are exempt.
Those collecting admission dues or
fees are required to collect the tax
and make monthly returns and payments to the government.

Greatest Thing In the World.
Love has been called the greatest
thing In the world, but the greatest
thing In the world la not a thing at
all; the greatest thing is a person.
Personality Is the greatest thing in
the world. The greatest thing In personality is not strength of body nor
strength of mind. It is strength of
heart. "Clever people are as common
as blackberries, the rare things to
It la not Daniel
find a good one."
Webster's brain, but Lincoln's heart,
that wins a nation' love. Exchange.

Gained Fame While Dying.
Antolne Wntteau, one of France"!
foremost artists, painted his celebrated
decorative panels while dying of the
white man's scourge. He sprang from
surroundhumble and poverty-stricke- n
ings, and was forced to work on the
brink of starvation for the grenter
years. Just
part of his thirty-seve- n
as his fame rose to national proportions his tubercular condition became
worse and he worked desperately during his last few years to complete ne
much work as possible before he died.

EVERYONE PAYING

Cash and

Your Health
CASCARAN QUININE
Tha ttandard cold cure for 20 jtmn
la tablet form tmft, aure, no opiate
cure cold In 24 houra grip In 3
daya. Money back if it faiU. Oct tha
genuine box with Red top and Mr.
Hill'a Dicture on ft.
Costs leaa, givea
more, aavea money.

Small Pill
Small Dose
Small Price

S

J

FOR

CONSTIPATION
have stood tha test of time.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
quick to banish biliousness,
headache, indigestion and to
clew up bad complexion.
Genuine bears stouten

PALE FACES
Generally Indicate
lack
of Iron to toe Blood

Carter'sIronPills
Will
this
oondidoo

Every Woman Want

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
peine catarrh, ulceration and inflam
nation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for he vaar.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eye. Economical.
' rUsnins. a
LFrMi. 50c. "H druraats. or Boatoaal br

IS

JlhaFaltan Toilet Company.

Beaton.

Mam.

Natural End.
"What has become of Professor Fa'
kern's balloon school?"
"I hear It has gone up."
To keep clean and healthy take Dr.
Fierce's Pleasant Pellets. They regulate liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.
Sharp and to the Point.
Hammer
Mr. Tack is a witty fellow.
Screwdriver
Yes; his remarks are
so very pointed.

RELIABLE

New War Tax Squeezes Purse
of Wage Earner, but All
Must Help.
KAISER TO

BLAÉ

FOR COST

Prussia Must Be Broken Before
Conflict Can End Good Patriots
Steel 8elves for Sacrifice
and Then Victory.

J cartels1

help

TO CRUSH ENEMY

Mad

AtAavDnuStoM

REMEDY

RESTORES KIDNEYS
For many years druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Boo- t,
the great kidney, liver and bladder remedy.

It

is a physician's prescription.
t
is a strengthening mediDr. Kilmer used it for years in his
It helps the kidneys,
firivate practice.
bladder do the work nature intended they should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the teat of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit and
it will help you. No other remedy can
successfully take its place.
Be sure to get Swamp-Boo- t
and start
treatment at once. (
However, if you wish first to test this
Swamp-Roo-

cine.

PostageThree cents an ounce
or fraction thereof on letters for
other than local delivery; two
cents on nil postal cards.
Admissions Ten per cent tax
on tickets to theaters, cabarets,
and other amusement places.
Dues Ten per cent tax on
dues of clubs exceeding $12 a
year.
Tobacco Graduated taxes on
cigars, tobacco, cigarettes, cigarette papers and snuff.
Express Five per cent tax on
.amounts paid for express transportation.
Passengers
Eight per cent of
the cost of railroad tickets, except local.
Berths Ten per cent of the
cost of berths, stuterooms, and
parlor car seats.
Oil Five per cent tax on
amounts paid for transportation

of oil by pipe lines.
Messages Five cents tax on
each telegraph, telephone, or radio message costing 15 cents or
more.
Insurance
Eight cents tax on
each $100 or fractional
part
thereof of each life insurance
policy; one per cent of the premium on fire, marine, Inland,
and casualty Insurance policies.
Washington.
Uncle Ssm Is rather
pleasantly surprised at the way the
notion is standing the war tax gaff.
The grouching, such as there Is, has
been growled in a minor key, and most
of It comes from the trouble-makerthe whining pacifists, those of a sickly cast of loyalty.
Nobody really enjoys paying excess
taxes, such as three cents postage for
letters, extra charge for freight, express and passenger transportation,
telephone and telegraph messages and
amusements.
But all true Americans
who realize that the kaiser is to blame
tor the trouble, stand ready and willing to pay their share of the cost of
exterminating
the world's greatest
menace.
By the way, do you know thnt if
you are single and earn more than
U.000 yearly, you must pay two per
cent tax on what you make over $1,000.
And if you are married, you must pay
two per cent on what you make over
$2,000. -- The tax for all of 1917 must
be paid by June 1, 1918.
All of the new taxes fall upon the
average man. They have nothing to
do with the "conscription of wealth."
They are a part of the program of
taxation to make each man, woman
and child in the United States feel a
direct personal part in the war. They
apply to freight, passenger and ex
press transportation, pipe lines, Pullman seats and berths, telegraph and
telephone messages, insurance policies, admissions
to theaters and
'movies" and to club dues. The ef
fect of most of them Is felt, therefore.
In a slight rise in the high cost of
living.
The taxes are expected to net the
federal government the following revenues :

treat preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a Freight transportation

sample bottle.

When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
Prize Boy Farmers.
Milwaukee last summer sent 326
high school boys to work on farms.
All won medals.
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cross
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv.

For the Soldier.
Buffalo will provide recreation for
selective draft soldiers In New York
state camps.
$100 Reward, $100

Catarrh Is a local disease greatly Influenced by constitutional conditions.
It
therefore requires constitutional treatment.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
Is taken Internally and acts through the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
destroys the foundation of the disease,
gives the patient strength by improving
the general health and assists nature In
doing Its work. 1100.00 for any case of
Catarrh
that HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE falls to cure.
Druggists 75c. Testimonials free.
P. J. Cheney oV Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Awaiting Peace.
New York Jews have postponed
calling proposed Jewish congress until peace is declared.

NEWS-HERAL-

$77,500.000

The Brute.

"He's Indifferent to suffering."
"Not to his own, I'll bet" Judge.
An honest dollar Isn't to be blamed
for Its tainted associates.
intm mnmwii:
After tha' Murinenrmimimmi
It for Tired Eyes.

-

rVIOVIeS

Eyes

Sore Eye.

Uraoalaled Braltds. Raata
mww Red
BafnabM Resiorea. HnrlD. lj a Fa.urtM

dry and aman.
Treatment for Bras that feelyour
loving care
Gkverour Brea aa Darn of aft
ayoorTeetb and with the me teguiarlty.

E
YOU CMMT Kit
THEM.
fTEtl
CMC
Bold at lrng and Optical Stores or by Halt
HaaMCJ Ha, oncaia, m MM aaoa
ask BMat
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Least of Two Evils.
An employee In the otllee of a noisy
munition plunt wns absent from work
one morning.
After luncheon, however, he presented himself. He lookeil
pretty bad, but ho claimed that he was
ready for work.
"Why, what are you doing down
here?" cried the boss. "Your wife telephoned thnt you probably wouldn't
be able to work for several days. She
said you were on the verge of nervous prostration,
and that the least
noise was bud for you. Why didn't
you stay nt home?"
"Well," answered the wage slave,
raising his voice to be heard above the
distracting din. "I did get through
with the morning at home. But my
wife had a bridge party this afternoon,
so I thought I'd be better off down
here."

Suffered

Years.

Several

PERUNA f 'V

MADE ME WELL
It. My
Standby

for a

A Doleful Lover.

"I see," he said, "that coal has gone

up again."
"Has It?" she replied.
"And they're raising rents," he continued.
"Well," she exclaimed, flaring up, "If
you wish to have our engagement broken off, say so. I always hate to have
people beat about the bush in a case
of this kind."
TO RESIST THE ATTACK of the genu
oi many
puch as

Different Kind of Pitch.
A woman who thought she wns a
Ringer was walking through a building
where some workmen had left some
pitch in such a position that Bhe swept
her dress against it and, of course, soiled the dress. "Oh, what shall I do to
get It off?" she said to her woman
friend. "Why don't you sing to It?"
"Why, what good
sold her friend.
would that do?" said the singer. "You
always get off the pitch when you

diseases,

Qrip,

Malaria, means
light or die fur
all of us. These
germs are everywhere in the air
we breathe. The
odds are in favor
of the germs, if the liver is inactive ant)
the blood impure.
What is needed most is an increase In
the
strength. To do this
successfully you need to put on healthy
fleBh, rouse the liver to vigorous action,
bo it will throw off these germs, and pw
rify the blood so that there will be na
"weak spot," or soil for
We claim for Dr. Pierce's Golden MedV
ical Discovery that it does all this in a
way peculiar to itself.
It cures troubles caused by torpid live?
or Impure blood. AH druggists. Tablets 60c
"The Common Sense Medical Adviser,"
latest edition, in French cloth binding,
will be sent tree on receipt of five dimes
or stamps to pay the cost of printing,
wrapping nnd mailing. Address Dr. Pierce.
Invalids Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

Many a man has fallen down because a
test of his water showed unmistakably
that he had kidney disease.
The kidneys are the scavengers and
they work day and night in separating
the poisons from the blood. Their signals
of distress are easily recognized and include such symptoms as backache, depressions, drowsiness, irritability, headaches, dizziness,
rheumatio twinges,
dropsy, gout.
The very best way to restore the
kidneys to their normal state of health
and cure such symptoms," says Dr.
His Choice.
Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.,
Pierce
"Isn't it terrible the way prices "Is to of
drink plenty of water and obtain
keep going up?"
from your favorite pharmacy a small
double strength,
"It Is. My husband said if it kept amount of
is dispensed by almost every drugup he'd either have to work harder which
gist."
You will find Anurlc more potent
and make more money or eat less."
than llthla, dissolves urlo acid almost as
"What do you think he'll decide to water does sugar. Large package GO cents.
do?"
Send Dr. Pierce 10c for trial pkg. and
"Knowing him ns well as I do, my ask for advice If there la need.
guess is that he'll decide It to be easier
to eat less."

on Food

hftV.CI

Makes the laundress happy that's Reí
Cross Rag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. AH good grocers. Adr.

such disorders. It Is a most valuable
remedy for Indigestion or nervous dyspepsia and liver trouble, bringing on
headache, coming of up food, palpitation of heart and many other symptoms. A few doses of August Flower
will Immediately relieve you. It is a
gentle laxative.
Ask your druggist.
Sold in all civilized countries. Adv.

$200,000,000

.

The Honeymoon.
He Honey, you liuve done me a
grievous wrong.
Slit1 Why, George?
He I never ought to have married
you at all.
Slit oh, George I
He Because, If you should die, yon
have made It Impossible for me to live
without a wife.
She Why, George!
He And you have made It Impossible, hnneybunch, for any other wife
to suit me.
She Oh, George! Judge.

OF WAR'S DRAFT

a century for constipation, intestinal
troubles, torpid liver and the generally
depressed feeling that accompanies

In these days when the high cost of living pinches nearly every home, no waste
should be overlooked. One of the most
flagrant and the most easily prevented. Is
the destruction of food by rats. One rat
will often do a hundred dollars damage of
food and property in a single night, and a
careful estimate gives over $200,000,000 as
the value of foodstuffs destroyed annually
by these pests. Exterminate them with
Stearns' Paste and save this enormous
loss of food. A small box of Stearns'
PaBte costs only 35 cents and Is usually enough to completely rid the house of
rats and mice; also effective against cockroaches and waterbugs. Adv.

S

Cold.

Method In Their Plan.
The lieutenant colonel tells the story
of the "gout barrage," says a correCUTICURA STOPS ITCHING
spondent In France. A few of the old
timers who have fought at his side In
Instantly In Most Cases Write for
China and the Philippines and Mexico
call him "Goat." No one else does.
Free Sample.
"They were having machine gun
wonderfully
effective.
Cuticura la
practice up a draw," said he, "and a
sentry
purify,
the
to
Soap
was stutloned at the bend to
The
cleanse and
Ointment to soothe and heal all forms keep people from wandering up that
of Itching, burning skin and scalp af- draw nnd getting their heads shot off
before the boys could stop squirting.
fections. Besides these super-cream- y
emollients If used dally prevent little But he did not challenge me.
" 'What are you here for?' I asked.
skin troubles becoming serious.
" 'Keep people from going up the
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L, canyon and getting hurt,' said the boy.
" 'Vnu didn't stop me,' I said.
Adv.
Sold everywhere.
Boston.
" 'They said to let you come,' replied
the sentry."
Outdoor Barbering.
Shaving In the street was the Woy a
No One Believes Him.
Beckenham, Ireland, barber got over
The patriotism of the man who buys
a difficulty recently. The customer
was a wounded soldier, and the man's booze early to avoid the war tux Is
Invalid chair was too wide to enter doubtful.
the barber shop. Accordingly the barDon't leave your faults lying around
ber went to his customer, and shaved for other people to stumble over.
him in the street
New York wants a law to curb reckGREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
less pedestrians.
has been a household panacea all over
the civilized world for more than half THE LAST EXAMINATION

Housekeepers Can Save

(

Mrs. Elizabeth Reuther, 1002 11th
"
.
St, N. W., Washington, D. C, writes:
'1 endorse Peruna as a splendid
medicine for catarrh and stomach
trouble, front" which I suffered several years. I took It fjr several
months, found my health was restored and have felt splendidly ever
since. I now take It when I contract a cold, and it soon rids the sysThose who object to liquid meditem of any catarrhal tendencies."
cines can procure Peruna Tableta.

Raise High Priced Wheat
on Fertile Canadian Soil
Canada extends to you a hearty invitation to settle on her FREE Homestead
lands of 160 acres each or secure some
of the low Driced lands in Manitoba.

VMma

Saskatchewan and Alberta. This year wheat is higher but
Canadian land just as cheao. Bo the ODDortunitv is more at
tractive than ever. Canada wants you to help feed the world
by tilling some of her fertile soil land similar to that which
during many years has averaged 20 to 45 bushels of wheat
to the acre. Think of the money you can make with wheat
around $2 a bushel and land so easy to get. Wonderful
yields also ot Uata, Barley and r lax. Muted farming
in Western Canada is as profitable an industry as
grain growing.
The Government this year is asking farmers to put

Rl'LYKfirJ

ir;

acreage into grain. There is a great demand for
farm labor to replace the many young men who have
volunteered for service. The climate is healthful and
agreeable, railway facilities excellent, good school and
churches convenient. Write for literature as to reduced
railway ratea to Supt. of IinmigraUon.Otuwa. Candor to

Room

W. V, BENNETT
Bldg Omaha. Neb,

4, Dee

Canadian

Government Agent

Ring."
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LYDIA E. PINKHAMS
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
LVOIA

CPINKHAM

MEDICINE C9, LYNN, MASS.
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WelTArmedf!

When company comes

there is no time to

waste no chances to
be taken so mother
sees that there is always a can of

CALUMET
BAKING POWDER
on hand. Cakes, pies,
doughnuts, muffins and
all good things to eat
must be dressed up in
their best taste and
looks.

Then, too, her reputation as a cook must
and she
be upheld
"stakes" it on Calumet
every time. She knows it
will not disappoint her.

LUCY

PLEASANTEVTW

Special Correspondence.

Misses Ethleen and Minnie
Heal were sick last week and
missed school several days.
N. C. Foley left last Wednes
day night for El Paso. From
there he is to go to New Jersey
and expects to be sent to France,
Mrs. Elizabeth foley came
home from Clayton, N. M.,
where she has been on a business
trip.
C. H. Miller, Geo. Edmonds,
N. Alsup and John McGillivray
have lost cattle with blackleg,
G. F. Cobb lost a fine cow last
week, but does not know the
cause of her death.
Delbert Heal went with some
cattle to Oklahoma City, Oklaho
ma.
He says ne win not return
soon, but we think he can't fail
to return to New Mexico.
The Ladies' Aid Society of
Lucy gave a social at Mrs. H. V.
Clayton's home six miles south
guests
The
were
of Lucy.
masked and the evening was delightfully spent in telling fortunes and ghost stories, and de
licious refreshments were served
consisting of sandwiches, coffee,
doughnuts and apples.
R. M.
Swift r nd G. W. Austin were
charming in dresses.

CEDAR VALE

Special Correpondence.

Order a can and have the
"company" kind of bakings
every day.
Calumet contains only such
ingredients as have been
approved officially by the
U. S. Food Authorities.
Yon save wfcea yon bay it.
Toa save when yoa use it

Everybody around Cedarvale
has been very busy for the past
two months harvesting and
threshing their bean crops,
therefore news has been scarce.
C. L. Fletcher and son Dave
are drilling a well for J. W.
Donaldson north of town.
Several from around Cedarvale
have been to the mountains hunt
ing deer, but haven't seen very
many deer yet.
H. H. Meador and family, and
L. O. Foster and family visited
with Fred Belzer's last Sunday.
R. H. Mitchell and E. L.
Mitchell left for Albuquerque
last Sunday after several days
stay around Cedarvale figuring
on the new school house.
The Smith and Taylor families
visited with Glenn Taylor's last
Sunday.
R. F. Taylor and L. 0. Foster
are the champion bean raisers
year.
around Cedarvale this
They each raised about 25,000
pounds.
Rev. J. A. Bretz will rjreach
in the Baptist church Saturday
night and Sunday morning, and
at the school house Sunday after-

PROGRESSO

SpecialJCorrespondence.

Nice weather at this writing.
Threshing all done and farmers
ready to sell their beans, but not
willing to take the price that is
now being paid.
N- - A. Jones returned home
from Oklahoma yesterday.
The Hallowe'en party at the
home of Guy Beedle was well attended, and everyone enjoyed
themselves.
JackNiemei returned yesterColorado,
day from Victor,
where he has been employed in
the mines.
noon at 3 o'clock.
Our school is progressing nice-ly with Miss. Blanche Riddles,
teacher.
Howard Payne and C. M.
Pearce made a flying trip to Ea
tancia Saturday.
G. C. Mulkey has been em
ployed as mail messenger from
the postoftice to the station.
A large crowd attended the
pie supper at John Jockey's Sat
urday night.
C. M. Pearce and wife spent
Tuesday evening with Howard
Payne and family.
Ray and Ed Elliston visited in
in Progresso Sunday.
A. J. Green and wife of ES'
tancia visited Howard Payne
and family Sunday.
Miss Blanche Riddles and Wil
lie May Wright spent Sunday
with Mrs. Geo. Myers.

-

Special Correspondence.
Too late for last week.

A. N. Lester had business at
the freight station at Willard
Wednesday. I
D. Carroll and family left for
their future home in Colorado
Thursday.
Mr. Carroll moved
to this place about a year ago
and we regret losing them, but
they will be a gain to their new
location.

A. N. Lester is putting up a
neat little house on the 80 acres
which he recently filed on.
Mrs. Walpole and son Fields
marketed farm produce at Wil-ard Friday.
Mrs. Minnie Williams had a
fine beef butchered Friday at
her home.
Telesforo Trujillo peddled an
excellent load of October apples
through this neighborhood Mon
day.
Bro. J. W. Williams preached
at 11 o'clock Sunday. Organization of the church was postponed to some near date.
Bro. Campbell and Mr. Reeves
of Mountainair attended church
services Sunday.
After dinner
they left for Estancia.
W. N. Walpole has a well dig
ger on his homestead, and says
he's going to hunt for water
soon.

MOUNTAINAIR

From the Independent.

Estella Hoover Conner, born
November 2, 1885, in Green
county, Missouri, died October
29th, 1917, near Mountainair, N.
M.
She was married October
8th, 1904, to G. W. Conner, to
which union was born five children,
She was a member of the
Baptist church, having united
with that body at the age of 14
years.
She leaves besides the
husband and children, numerous
friends who mourn her demise.
Interment was in the Cedar
Grove cemetery.
Newton Simpson of Mercury,
Texas, has been homeseeking in
this neighborhood this week.
County Superintendent C. L.
Burt has spent the week visiting
the schools in the interest of
Food Conservation.
A. S. Beckner, of Colorado,
Texas, who was here last spring
looking over the country, has
returned to look after his broth
crop.

1

T. L. Capt spent several days
in Albuquerque, returning home
Tuesday morning.
Mrs. Capt
has been in charge of the Mar-

ket during his absence.
R. L. Shaw is looking for the
person or persons who got away
with some two dozen sacks of
beans from his place Monday
night. They left no trace nor
pay for the beans.
Clem Shaffer is minus a splendid rifle, a good shotgun and a
number of pocket knives, as a
result of a midnight visit from
customers (?) who chose that
hour, as they probably preferred
to wait on themselves. Entrance
was gained through a front window.
The visit was made on
Monday night.
Logan Rogers fell from a tree
Saturday, breaking his arm.
Earl Moulton is in town shipping a bunch of sheep to market.
He brought in the bunch from
the Mesa, south, where they
have been ranging.
Fred H. Ayers, attorney of Es
tancia, was here last Saturday
on business in the Justice's court.
He came over with Forest Mason
in his new Dodge.
Walter Teague has learned
that a Ford can kick, as well as
a mule. While cranking his machine to drive in to school yesterday morning, the thing kicked,
badly bruising his arm.
The burglar scare has played
havoc with the nerves of some
of our people.
Len Booth has
proven the first to reoort a caD- tured burglar captured alive,
hale and hearty.
The fact that
the burglar proved to be his sister, Miss May, does not lessen
the prowess of the captor.

Miss

Dow is spending
in Albuquerque at
tending school.
Elsie

the winter

Miss Leila Ogier came up from
Willard.to visit her brother Ciar
ence on his mountain ranch. She
reports her little brother Wal
lace, who has been very ill, as
slowly but surely improving.
Louie Bachmann of the Rea
Ranch, on the Bosque Peak, is
freighting the 1917 crop of
Bosque potatoes to W. D. Dow
On account of the
of Tajique.
dry weather of the past season
the yield is smaller than usual,
but the quality of the potatoes is
up to their well known standard
large and even in size.

Vs.

Straight and sura like an arrow that flies
from the bow and imbeds itself in the bull's- -

'7

.

So have the Maxwell builders fixed a price
$74S which makes it posfor their product
sible for them to sayt
"Below this figure there must be something
lacking which we have put into the Maxwell-effici- ency,
durability, economy, comfort, beauty
or standard equipment.

end above this figure we could give you
no greater practical utility only larger sise or
richer and fancier furnishings."
This is the scientific fact proved and demonstrated by one of the giants of the motor
car industry in years of production on an immense scale.
And we stand firm on this finding of the
Maxwell builders.
Wo believe the Maxwell to be the BEST
MOTOR CAR INVESTMENT possible today.

Keen & McBride
ESTANCIA, N. M.

WILLARD

Elmo W. Conarty, nephew of
Mrs. T. J. Anderson, has accepted a position at the Santa Fe

station.
Julian Alderete and Jose Tor
res left Saturday morning for
Santa Fe, where they will enter
St. Nicholas College.
J. C Scivally of near the Mesa
settlement, reports 8000 pounds
of beans threshed last week. Mr
Scivally considers this a very
good yield, as he came here (late.
in the spring and time to pre
pare the soil properly was short,
The Howell Grocer Co. has
moved into their new building,

Song No. 112 "The Victory
Dr. Sorrell arrived home this
on
You." by
week after an absence of several May Depend
weeks in Texas on official bus- League.Prayer.
iness.
Song No. 85 "Seeking Lost
B. A. Lobb went duckhunting
Wednesday night and returned Jewels. " by League.
Scripture, Luke 5:10 by Ruth
with ten fine ducks. He reports
Dean.
the hunting fine.
by
Scripture, Matt. 4:18-2The Isbel New "Mexico Bean
-

Elevator Co. has installed-th- e
grading and cleaning machinery,
The spur in front of the elevator
will be completed this week.
Carl Meeks is putting the siding on the Record building preparatory to pebble-dashinthe
front.
The Record is glad to announce
to its many readers that we have
secured the services of Carl D.
Ottosen as our associate editor.
g

LEAGUE

PROGRAM

Alva Hays.
by
Scripture,
Acts 8:27-36- ,
Rube Spruill.
Scripture, 2 Tim. 2:26, by Cora
Block.

"The Call to God's Service,"
Prof. Erickson.
Duet, No. 153, "O Friend
Without Jesus " by Miss Hin-ma- n
and Miss Turner.
"The Difficulty of
by Miss Bergerí
Song No. 278 "Am I a Soldier
Of the Cross" by League.
Close: Prayer.
Services conducted by Jesse

For November 11, 1917.
Topic Taking Men Alive.
McGhee.
(Beginning of
week.)
For Sile, yearling and
Opening Song, ' Bring Them
Hereford Bulls. The
Had-doIn," by Miss Rayborn, Mr.
ütsworth Company, Capitán, N.
Miss Brittain, Mr. Erickson. M.
"Win-My-Chu-

two-year-o-

x,

Light Four

Bean Storage
We have facilities for storing any quantity of Beans,
fifteen carloads. Prices and terms right.

up to

Just Installed

TA.TIQTJK

in Tajique.

F.O. B. DETROIT

From the Record

Our new Bean Cleaner. Come in and see it.
Charges, exclusive of labor,
cleaning.

Special Correspondence.

Mrs. Isabel Dow and daughter
Lillie are spending a few weeks
with her son, W. D. Dow,

$745

.

may not be your first
but it's the other fellow's
only consideration when he "sizes you up" by
your car.
Beauty is not merely a matter of price
nor yet a matter of size.
The Overland Light Four is not a big,
extravagant car but it is built on big-clines has the luxurious, big-clook about it.
Where else such "good looks" for so little?

APPEARANCE

ar

ar

$790.00

W--

R. Meador

We solicit

your

5c per cwt.
H. H erzstein Seed Co.
Phone 46

Estancia,

N. M.

The Farmer's Friend
Tell us your needs; we áre here to serve you.
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS
Estamos para servirlos.' Dignanos lo que Vd. necessita.
M0TNAIR-STRENGT-

Mountainair Státe Bank,
and SERVICE

